NOTICE-AMENDED
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that meetings of the REGULAR VILLAGE BOARD MEETING will be held in the 2ND
Floor of Village Hall, 3930 N. Murray Avenue, Shorewood, Wisconsin, on Monday, March 16, 2020 at the
times listed below:

REGULAR MEETING OF THE VILLAGE BOARD, Court Room - 7:30 P.M.
Public comments on items not on the agenda are permitted and welcome at the beginning of the Village
Board meeting under “Citizens to be Heard.” Public comments on agenda items may be invited after the
item has been opened to discussion. Individual speakers should raise their hand so they may be recognized
by the Village President and are asked to begin their comments by stating their name and address.
Discussion may follow comment on non-agenda items or discussion and action may come at future
meetings.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Statement of Public Notice
Special Order of Business
a. Consider Resolution 2020-07Authorizing the Issuance and Sale of $3,590,000 General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020A
b. Consider Resolution 2020-08 Authorizing the Issuance and Sale of $835,000 Taxable
General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020B
Consent Agenda Items (Items under the consent agenda may be acted upon by one motion. If in
the judgment of any Village Board Member, a consent agenda item needs discussion, the item can
be placed in the items removed from the consent agenda.)
a. Accept Presentation of Accounts – March 16, 2020
b. Consider Application for Special Privilege for 2nd floor balconies over the public right of
way, and an ADA compliant accessibility ramp within the public right of way at 40014007 N. Downer Ave.
c. Consider Application for Special Privilege Approval for outdoor seating in the sidewalk
public right of way at:
i.
Blue’s Egg, 4195 N. Oakland Ave.
d. Consider Memorandum of Understanding with the Shorewood School District for
crossing guard services.
e. Consider service agreement for crossing guard services.
f. Consider service agreement for 4th of July Coordination services.
g. Consider appointment for Library Board.
Items Removed from the Consent Agenda.
Public Hearing(s) – none.
Citizens to be heard – This item is for matters not on the agenda. Discussion may follow comment
on non-agenda items or discussion and action may come at future meetings.
New Business
a. Consider Southeast Area Combined Sewer Improvement design engineer.

b. Consider Resolution #2020-02 a resolution declaring a public health emergency in
response to the COVID-19 coronavirus.
c. Possible consideration of policies regarding a) use of accrued time during quarantine, b)
compensation when closing facilities, and c) extended leave.
10. Reports of Village Officials
a. Village President
b. Village Trustees
c. Village Manager
11. Items for Future Consideration
12. Adjournment
DATED at Shorewood, Wisconsin this 12th day of March, 2020; amended 3/16/20, 1 p.m.
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC
Village Clerk

Should you have any questions or comments regarding any items on this agenda,
contact the Manager's Office at 847-2702.

It is possible that members of and possibly a quorum of members of other governmental bodies of the
municipality may be in attendance at the above stated meeting to gather information; no action will be
taken by any governmental body at the above stated meeting other than the governmental body
specifically referred to above in this notice.
Upon reasonable notice, efforts will be made to accommodate the needs of disabled individuals.

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Bond Sales 2020A and 2020B refunding bonds.
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Mark Emanuelson

Department: Finance

Overview – As part of an annual review of the Village’s existing debt, we have identified that the
Village currently has two bond issues, 2010B and 2011A, which are now eligible for to be refunded.
An analysis of the remaining bond payment schedules performed by Bakertilly BT Analysis from
3/2/20 meeting (p.822) has identified that the Village could achieve significant savings by refunding
these bonds at the current anticipated coupon interest rates of 1.15% - 1.4% compared to the
remaining coupon rates of 4.7% - 5.2% on the 2010B bonds and 3.0% - 3/5% for the 2011A Bonds.
The actual savings and applicable attachments related to the bond sale resolutions will not be
available until shortly before the Village Board meeting as the actual bond sale bids are not due to
Bakertilly until 10:00am on March 16th, and it will take some time to review and prepare the bid
tabulations for presentation and recommendation to the Village Board.
A sale day report will be made available on the night of the meeting and reviewed with the Village
Board by staff from Bakertilly.
Vision 2025 Plan – Financial Responsibility
Sustainability – N/A
Recommended motions –
Move to approve Resolution 2020-07Authorizing the Issuance and Sale of $3,590,000 General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020A to the winning bidder of __________________________.
Move to approve Resolution 2020-08 Authorizing the Issuance and Sale of $835,000 Taxable General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020B to the winning bidder of __________________________.
Fiscal Note / Budget Impact – Approximately $200,000 in net savings over the next 5 years.
Attachments: Refunding Feasibility Analysis – Baker Tilly (hyperlink above)

STATE OF WISCONSIN : MILWAUKEE COUNTY : VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

RESOLUTION NO. 2020-07
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE
OF $3,590,000 GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BONDS, SERIES 2020A
WHEREAS, on February 17, 2020, the Village Board of the Village of Shorewood,
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin (the "Village") adopted a resolution (the "Set Sale Resolution")
providing for the sale of General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020A (the "Bonds") for
the public purpose of refunding obligations of the Village, including interest on them,
specifically, the General Obligation Corporate Purpose Bonds, Series 2011A, dated August 25,
2011 (the "Refunded Obligations") (hereinafter the refinancing of the Refunded Obligations shall
be referred to as the "Refunding");
WHEREAS, the Village Board deems it to be necessary, desirable and in the best interest
of the Village to refund the Refunded Obligations for the purpose of achieving debt service
savings;
WHEREAS, the Village is authorized by the provisions of Section 67.04, Wisconsin
Statutes, to borrow money and issue general obligation refunding bonds to refinance its
outstanding obligations;
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Set Sale Resolution, the Village directed Baker Tilly
Municipal Advisors, LLC ("Baker Tilly MA") to take the steps necessary to sell the Bonds;
WHEREAS, Baker Tilly MA, in consultation with the officials of the Village, prepared
an Official Terms of Offering (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated
herein by this reference) setting forth the details of and the bid requirements for the Bonds and
indicating that the Bonds would be offered for public sale on March 16, 2020;
WHEREAS, the Village Clerk (in consultation with Baker Tilly MA) caused notice of the
sale of the Bonds to be published and/or announced and caused the Official Terms of Offering to
be distributed to potential bidders offering the Bonds for public sale;
WHEREAS, the Village has duly received bids for the Bonds as described on the Bid
Tabulation attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Bid
Tabulation");
WHEREAS, it has been determined that the bid proposal (the "Proposal") submitted by
the financial institution listed first on the Bid Tabulation fully complies with the bid
requirements set forth in the Official Terms of Offering and is deemed to be the most
advantageous to the Village. Baker Tilly MA has recommended that the Village accept the
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Proposal. A copy of said Proposal submitted by such institution (the "Purchaser") is attached
hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference; and
WHEREAS, it has been determined to issue the Bonds in the principal amount of
$3,590,000.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Board of the Village that:
Section 1. Ratification of the Official Terms of Offering and Offering Materials. The
Village Board hereby ratifies and approves the details of the Bonds set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto as and for the details of the Bonds. The Official Terms of Offering and any other
offering materials prepared and circulated by Baker Tilly MA are hereby ratified and approved in
all respects. All actions taken by officers of the Village and Baker Tilly MA in connection with
the preparation and distribution of the Official Terms of Offering and any other offering
materials are hereby ratified and approved in all respects.
Section 1A. Authorization and Award of the Bonds. For the purpose of paying the cost
of the Refunding, there shall be borrowed pursuant to Section 67.04, Wisconsin Statutes, the
principal sum of THREE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED NINETY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($3,590,000) from the Purchaser in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Proposal.
The Proposal of the Purchaser offering to purchase the Bonds for the sum set forth on the
Proposal (as modified on the Bid Tabulation and reflected in the Pricing Summary referenced
below and incorporated herein), plus accrued interest to the date of delivery is hereby accepted.
The President, Village Clerk or other appropriate officer of the Village is authorized and directed
to execute an acceptance of the Proposal on behalf of the Village. The good faith deposit of the
Purchaser shall be applied in accordance with the Official Terms of Offering, and any good faith
deposits submitted by unsuccessful bidders shall be promptly returned. The Bonds shall bear
interest at the rates set forth on the Proposal.
Section 2. Terms of the Bonds. The Bonds shall be designated "General Obligation
Refunding Bonds, Series 2020A"; shall be issued in the aggregate principal amount of
$3,590,000; shall be dated their date of issuance; shall be in the denomination of $5,000 or any
integral multiple thereof; shall be numbered R-1 and upward; and shall bear interest at the rates
per annum and mature on March 1 of each year, in the years and principal amounts as set forth
on the Pricing Summary attached hereto as Exhibit D-1 and incorporated herein by this
reference. Interest shall be payable semi-annually on March 1 and September 1 of each year
commencing on September 1, 2020. Interest shall be computed upon the basis of a 360-day year
of twelve 30-day months and will be rounded pursuant to the rules of the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board. The schedule of principal and interest payments due on the Bonds is set
forth on the Debt Service Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit D-2 and incorporated herein by
this reference (the "Schedule").
Section 2A. Designation of Maturities. For purposes of State law, the Bonds are
designated as being issued to pay and discharge the debts incurred by the Village through the
issuance of the Refunded Obligations (and any obligations refunded by the Refunded
Obligations) in the order in which those debts were incurred, so that the Bonds of the earliest
maturities are considered to be issued to discharge the debts which were incurred first.
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Section 3. Redemption Provisions. The Bonds are not subject to optional redemption.
If the Proposal specifies that any of the Bonds are subject to mandatory redemption, the
terms of such mandatory redemption shall be set forth on an attachment hereto as Exhibit MRP
and incorporated herein by this reference. Upon the optional redemption of any of the Bonds
subject to mandatory redemption, the principal amount of such Bonds so redeemed shall be
credited against the mandatory redemption payments established in Exhibit MRP for such Bonds
in such manner as the Village shall direct.
Section 4. Form of the Bonds. The Bonds shall be issued in registered form and shall be
executed and delivered in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit E and incorporated
herein by this reference.
Section 5. Tax Provisions.
(A) Direct Annual Irrepealable Tax Levy. For the purpose of paying the
principal of and interest on the Bonds as the same becomes due, the full faith, credit and
resources of the Village are hereby irrevocably pledged, and there is hereby levied upon all of
the taxable property of the Village a direct annual irrepealable tax in the years 2020 through
2025 for the payments due in the years 2020 through 2026 in the amounts set forth on the
Schedule. The amount of tax levied in the year 2020 shall be the total amount of debt service
due on the Bonds in the years 2020 and 2021; provided that the amount of such tax carried onto
the tax rolls shall be abated by any amounts appropriated pursuant to subsection (D) below
which are applied to payment of interest on the Bonds in the year 2020.
(B) Tax Collection. So long as any part of the principal of or interest on the
Bonds remains unpaid, the Village shall be and continue without power to repeal such levy or
obstruct the collection of said tax until all such payments have been made or provided for. After
the issuance of the Bonds, said tax shall be, from year to year, carried onto the tax roll of the
Village and collected in addition to all other taxes and in the same manner and at the same time
as other taxes of the Village for said years are collected, except that the amount of tax carried
onto the tax roll may be reduced in any year by the amount of any surplus money in the Debt
Service Fund Account created below.
(C) Additional Funds. If at any time there shall be on hand insufficient funds
from the aforesaid tax levy to meet principal and/or interest payments on said Bonds when due,
the requisite amounts shall be paid from other funds of the Village then available, which sums
shall be replaced upon the collection of the taxes herein levied.
(D) Appropriation. The Village hereby appropriates from taxes levied in
anticipation of the issuance of the Bonds, amounts levied to pay debt service on the Refunded
Obligations or other funds of the Village on hand a sum sufficient to be irrevocably deposited in
the segregated Debt Service Fund Account created below and used to pay debt service on the
Bonds coming due in 2020 as set forth on the Schedule.
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Section 6. Segregated Debt Service Fund Account.
(A) Creation and Deposits. There be and there hereby is established in the
treasury of the Village, if one has not already been created, a debt service fund, separate and
distinct from every other fund, which shall be maintained in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Debt service or sinking funds established for obligations previously
issued by the Village may be considered as separate and distinct accounts within the debt service
fund.
Within the debt service fund, there hereby is established a separate and distinct account
designated as the "Debt Service Fund Account for General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series
2020A" (the "Debt Service Fund Account") and such account shall be maintained until the
indebtedness evidenced by the Bonds is fully paid or otherwise extinguished. There shall be
deposited into the Debt Service Fund Account (i) all accrued interest received by the Village at
the time of delivery of and payment for the Bonds; (ii) any premium not used for the Refunding
which may be received by the Village above the par value of the Bonds and accrued interest
thereon; (iii) all money raised by the taxes herein levied and any amounts appropriated for the
specific purpose of meeting principal of and interest on the Bonds when due; (iv) such other
sums as may be necessary at any time to pay principal of and interest on the Bonds when due; (v)
surplus monies in the Borrowed Money Fund as specified below; and (vi) such further deposits
as may be required by Section 67.11, Wisconsin Statutes.
(B) Use and Investment. No money shall be withdrawn from the Debt Service
Fund Account and appropriated for any purpose other than the payment of principal of and
interest on the Bonds until all such principal and interest has been paid in full and the Bonds
canceled; provided (i) the funds to provide for each payment of principal of and interest on the
Bonds prior to the scheduled receipt of taxes from the next succeeding tax collection may be
invested in direct obligations of the United States of America maturing in time to make such
payments when they are due or in other investments permitted by law; and (ii) any funds over
and above the amount of such principal and interest payments on the Bonds may be used to
reduce the next succeeding tax levy, or may, at the option of the Village, be invested by
purchasing the Bonds as permitted by and subject to Section 67.11(2)(a), Wisconsin Statutes, or
in permitted municipal investments under the pertinent provisions of the Wisconsin Statutes
("Permitted Investments"), which investments shall continue to be a part of the Debt Service
Fund Account. Any investment of the Debt Service Fund Account shall at all times conform
with the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code") and any
applicable Treasury Regulations (the "Regulations").
(C) Remaining Monies. When all of the Bonds have been paid in full and
canceled, and all Permitted Investments disposed of, any money remaining in the Debt Service
Fund Account shall be transferred and deposited in the general fund of the Village, unless the
Village Board directs otherwise.
Section 7. Proceeds of the Bonds; Segregated Borrowed Money Fund. The proceeds of
the Bonds (the "Bond Proceeds") (other than any premium not used for the Refunding and
accrued interest which must be paid at the time of the delivery of the Bonds into the Debt Service
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Fund Account created above) shall be deposited into a special fund (the "Borrowed Money
Fund") separate and distinct from all other funds of the Village and disbursed solely for the
purpose or purposes for which borrowed. Monies in the Borrowed Money Fund may be
temporarily invested in Permitted Investments. Any monies, including any income from
Permitted Investments, remaining in the Borrowed Money Fund after the purpose or purposes for
which the Bonds have been issued have been accomplished, and, at any time, any monies as are
not needed and which obviously thereafter cannot be needed for such purpose(s) shall be
deposited in the Debt Service Fund Account.
Section 8. No Arbitrage. All investments made pursuant to this Resolution shall be
Permitted Investments, but no such investment shall be made in such a manner as would cause
the Bonds to be "arbitrage bonds" within the meaning of Section 148 of the Code or the
Regulations and an officer of the Village, charged with the responsibility for issuing the Bonds,
shall certify as to facts, estimates, circumstances and reasonable expectations in existence on the
date of delivery of the Bonds to the Purchaser which will permit the conclusion that the Bonds
are not "arbitrage bonds," within the meaning of the Code or Regulations.
Section 9. Compliance with Federal Tax Laws. (a) The Village represents and
covenants that the projects financed by the Bonds and by the Refunded Obligations and the
ownership, management and use of the projects will not cause the Bonds or the Refunded
Obligations to be "private activity bonds" within the meaning of Section 141 of the Code. The
Village further covenants that it shall comply with the provisions of the Code to the extent
necessary to maintain the tax-exempt status of the interest on the Bonds including, if applicable,
the rebate requirements of Section 148(f) of the Code. The Village further covenants that it will
not take any action, omit to take any action or permit the taking or omission of any action within
its control (including, without limitation, making or permitting any use of the proceeds of the
Bonds) if taking, permitting or omitting to take such action would cause any of the Bonds to be
an arbitrage bond or a private activity bond within the meaning of the Code or would otherwise
cause interest on the Bonds to be included in the gross income of the recipients thereof for
federal income tax purposes. The Village Clerk or other officer of the Village charged with the
responsibility of issuing the Bonds shall provide an appropriate certificate of the Village
certifying that the Village can and covenanting that it will comply with the provisions of the
Code and Regulations.
(b)
The Village also covenants to use its best efforts to meet the requirements and
restrictions of any different or additional federal legislation which may be made applicable to the
Bonds provided that in meeting such requirements the Village will do so only to the extent
consistent with the proceedings authorizing the Bonds and the laws of the State of Wisconsin and
to the extent that there is a reasonable period of time in which to comply.
Section 10. Designation as Qualified Tax-Exempt Obligations. The Bonds are hereby
designated as "qualified tax-exempt obligations" for purposes of Section 265 of the Code,
relating to the ability of financial institutions to deduct from income for federal income tax
purposes, interest expense that is allocable to carrying and acquiring tax-exempt obligations.
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Section 11. Execution of the Bonds; Closing; Professional Services. The Bonds shall be
issued in printed form, executed on behalf of the Village by the manual or facsimile signatures of
the President and Village Clerk, authenticated, if required, by the Fiscal Agent (defined below),
sealed with its official or corporate seal, if any, or a facsimile thereof, and delivered to the
Purchaser upon payment to the Village of the purchase price thereof, plus accrued interest to the
date of delivery (the "Closing"). The facsimile signature of either of the officers executing the
Bonds may be imprinted on the Bonds in lieu of the manual signature of the officer but, unless
the Village has contracted with a fiscal agent to authenticate the Bonds, at least one of the
signatures appearing on each Bond shall be a manual signature. In the event that either of the
officers whose signatures appear on the Bonds shall cease to be such officers before the Closing,
such signatures shall, nevertheless, be valid and sufficient for all purposes to the same extent as
if they had remained in office until the Closing. The aforesaid officers are hereby authorized and
directed to do all acts and execute and deliver the Bonds and all such documents, certificates and
acknowledgements as may be necessary and convenient to effectuate the Closing. The Village
hereby authorizes the officers and agents of the Village to enter into, on its behalf, agreements
and contracts in conjunction with the Bonds, including but not limited to agreements and
contracts for legal, trust, fiscal agency, disclosure and continuing disclosure, and rebate
calculation services. Any such contract heretofore entered into in conjunction with the issuance
of the Bonds is hereby ratified and approved in all respects.
Section 12. Payment of the Bonds; Fiscal Agent. The principal of and interest on the
Bonds shall be paid by the Village Clerk or the Village Treasurer (the "Fiscal Agent").
Section 13. Persons Treated as Owners; Transfer of Bonds. The Village shall cause
books for the registration and for the transfer of the Bonds to be kept by the Fiscal Agent. The
person in whose name any Bond shall be registered shall be deemed and regarded as the absolute
owner thereof for all purposes and payment of either principal or interest on any Bond shall be
made only to the registered owner thereof. All such payments shall be valid and effectual to
satisfy and discharge the liability upon such Bond to the extent of the sum or sums so paid.
Any Bond may be transferred by the registered owner thereof by surrender of the Bond at
the office of the Fiscal Agent, duly endorsed for the transfer or accompanied by an assignment
duly executed by the registered owner or his attorney duly authorized in writing. Upon such
transfer, the President and Village Clerk shall execute and deliver in the name of the transferee
or transferees a new Bond or Bonds of a like aggregate principal amount, series and maturity and
the Fiscal Agent shall record the name of each transferee in the registration book. No
registration shall be made to bearer. The Fiscal Agent shall cancel any Bond surrendered for
transfer.
The Village shall cooperate in any such transfer, and the President and Village Clerk are
authorized to execute any new Bond or Bonds necessary to effect any such transfer.
Section 14. Record Date. The 15th day of the calendar month next preceding each
interest payment date shall be the record date for the Bonds (the "Record Date"). Payment of
interest on the Bonds on any interest payment date shall be made to the registered owners of the
Bonds as they appear on the registration book of the Village at the close of business on the
Record Date.
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Section 15. Utilization of The Depository Trust Company Book-Entry-Only System. In
order to make the Bonds eligible for the services provided by The Depository Trust Company,
New York, New York ("DTC"), the Village agrees to the applicable provisions set forth in the
Blanket Issuer Letter of Representations, which the Village Clerk or other authorized
representative of the Village is authorized and directed to execute and deliver to DTC on behalf
of the Village to the extent an effective Blanket Issuer Letter of Representations is not presently
on file in the Village Clerk's office.
Section 16. Official Statement. The Village Board hereby approves the Preliminary
Official Statement with respect to the Bonds and deems the Preliminary Official Statement as
"final" as of its date for purposes of SEC Rule 15c2-12 promulgated by the Securities and
Exchange Commission pursuant to the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Rule"). All
actions taken by officers of the Village in connection with the preparation of such Preliminary
Official Statement and any addenda to it or final Official Statement are hereby ratified and
approved. In connection with the Closing, the appropriate Village official shall certify the
Preliminary Official Statement and any addenda or final Official Statement. The Village Clerk
shall cause copies of the Preliminary Official Statement and any addenda or final Official
Statement to be distributed to the Purchaser.
Section 17. Undertaking to Provide Continuing Disclosure. The Village hereby
covenants and agrees, for the benefit of the owners of the Bonds, to enter into a written
undertaking (the "Undertaking") if required by the Rule to provide continuing disclosure of
certain financial information and operating data and timely notices of the occurrence of certain
events in accordance with the Rule. The Undertaking shall be enforceable by the owners of the
Bonds or by the Purchaser on behalf of such owners (provided that the rights of the owners and
the Purchaser to enforce the Undertaking shall be limited to a right to obtain specific
performance of the obligations thereunder and any failure by the Village to comply with the
provisions of the Undertaking shall not be an event of default with respect to the Bonds).
To the extent required under the Rule, the President and Village Clerk, or other officer of
the Village charged with the responsibility for issuing the Bonds, shall provide a Continuing
Disclosure Certificate for inclusion in the transcript of proceedings, setting forth the details and
terms of the Village's Undertaking.
Section 18. Redemption of the Refunded Obligations. The Refunded Obligations are
hereby called for prior payment and redemption on June 1, 2020 at a price of par plus accrued
interest to the date of redemption.
The Village hereby directs the Village Clerk to work with Baker Tilly MA to cause
timely notice of redemption, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit F and
incorporated herein by this reference (the "Notice"), to be provided at the times, to the parties
and in the manner set forth on the Notice. Any and all actions heretofore taken by the officers
and agents of the Village to effectuate the redemption of the Refunded Obligations are hereby
ratified and approved.
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Section 19. Record Book. The Village Clerk shall provide and keep the transcript of
proceedings as a separate record book (the "Record Book") and shall record a full and correct
statement of every step or proceeding had or taken in the course of authorizing and issuing the
Bonds in the Record Book.
Section 20. Bond Insurance. If the Purchaser determines to obtain municipal bond
insurance with respect to the Bonds, the officers of the Village are authorized to take all actions
necessary to obtain such municipal bond insurance. The President and Village Clerk are
authorized to agree to such additional provisions as the bond insurer may reasonably request and
which are acceptable to the President and Village Clerk including provisions regarding
restrictions on investment of Bond proceeds, the payment procedure under the municipal bond
insurance policy, the rights of the bond insurer in the event of default and payment of the Bonds
by the bond insurer and notices to be given to the bond insurer. In addition, any reference
required by the bond insurer to the municipal bond insurance policy shall be made in the form of
Bond provided herein.
Section 21. Conflicting Resolutions; Severability; Effective Date. All prior resolutions,
rules or other actions of the Village Board or any parts thereof in conflict with the provisions
hereof shall be, and the same are, hereby rescinded insofar as the same may so conflict. In the
event that any one or more provisions hereof shall for any reason be held to be illegal or invalid,
such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provisions hereof. The foregoing shall take
effect immediately upon adoption and approval in the manner provided by law.
Adopted, approved and recorded March 16, 2020.

_____________________________
Allison Rozek
President
ATTEST:

____________________________
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC
Village Clerk
(SEAL)
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EXHIBIT A
Official Terms of Offering

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT B
Bid Tabulation

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT C
Winning Bid

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT D-1
Pricing Summary

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT D-2
Debt Service Schedule and Irrepealable Tax Levies

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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[EXHIBIT MRP
Mandatory Redemption Provision
The Bonds due on March 1, ____, ____ and ____ (the "Term Bonds") are subject to
mandatory redemption prior to maturity by lot (as selected by the Depository) at a redemption
price equal to One Hundred Percent (100%) of the principal amount to be redeemed plus accrued
interest to the date of redemption, from debt service fund deposits which are required to be made
in amounts sufficient to redeem on March 1 of each year the respective amount of Term Bonds
specified below:
For the Term Bonds Maturing on March 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on March 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on March 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on March 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)]
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EXHIBIT E
(Form of Bond)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
REGISTERED
STATE OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE COUNTY
NO. R-___
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BOND, SERIES 2020A

DOLLARS
$_______

MATURITY DATE:

ORIGINAL DATE OF ISSUE:

INTEREST RATE:

CUSIP:

March 1, _____

__________, 2020

____%

______

DEPOSITORY OR ITS NOMINEE NAME: CEDE & CO.
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT:

_______________________ THOUSAND DOLLARS
($__________)

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin
(the "Village"), hereby acknowledges itself to owe and promises to pay to the Depository or its
Nominee Name (the "Depository") identified above (or to registered assigns), on the maturity
date identified above, the principal amount identified above, and to pay interest thereon at the
rate of interest per annum identified above, all subject to the provisions set forth herein regarding
redemption prior to maturity. Interest shall be payable semi-annually on March 1 and
September 1 of each year commencing on September 1, 2020 until the aforesaid principal
amount is paid in full. Both the principal of and interest on this Bond are payable to the
registered owner in lawful money of the United States. Interest payable on any interest payment
date shall be paid by wire transfer to the Depository in whose name this Bond is registered on the
Bond Register maintained by the Village Clerk or Village Treasurer (the "Fiscal Agent") or any
successor thereto at the close of business on the 15th day of the calendar month next preceding
each interest payment date (the "Record Date"). This Bond is payable as to principal upon
presentation and surrender hereof at the office of the Fiscal Agent.
For the prompt payment of this Bond together with interest hereon as aforesaid and for
the levy of taxes sufficient for that purpose, the full faith, credit and resources of the Village are
hereby irrevocably pledged.
This Bond is one of an issue of Bonds aggregating the principal amount of $3,590,000,
all of which are of like tenor, except as to denomination, interest rate and maturity date, issued
by the Village pursuant to the provisions of Section 67.04, Wisconsin Statutes, for the public
purpose of refunding certain obligations of the Village, as authorized by a resolution adopted on
March 16, 2020. Said resolution is recorded in the official minutes of the Village Board for said
date.
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This Bond is not subject to optional redemption.

[The Bonds maturing in the years ________ are subject to mandatory redemption by lot
as provided in the resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of the Bonds, at the redemption
price of par plus accrued interest to the date of redemption and without premium.]
In the event the Bonds are redeemed prior to maturity, as long as the Bonds are in
book-entry-only form, official notice of the redemption will be given by mailing a notice by
registered or certified mail, overnight express delivery, facsimile transmission, electronic
transmission or in any other manner required by the Depository, to the Depository not less than
thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior to the redemption date. If less than all of the
Bonds of a maturity are to be called for redemption, the Bonds of such maturity to be redeemed
will be selected by lot. Such notice will include but not be limited to the following: the
designation and date of the Bonds called for redemption, CUSIP number, and the date of
redemption. Any notice provided as described herein shall be conclusively presumed to have
been duly given, whether or not the registered owner receives the notice. The Bonds shall cease
to bear interest on the specified redemption date provided that federal or other immediately
available funds sufficient for such redemption are on deposit at the office of the Depository at
that time. Upon such deposit of funds for redemption the Bonds shall no longer be deemed to be
outstanding.
It is hereby certified and recited that all conditions, things and acts required by law to
exist or to be done prior to and in connection with the issuance of this Bond have been done,
have existed and have been performed in due form and time; that the aggregate indebtedness of
the Village, including this Bond and others issued simultaneously herewith, does not exceed any
limitation imposed by law or the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin; and that a direct annual
irrepealable tax has been levied sufficient to pay this Bond, together with the interest thereon,
when and as payable.
This Bond has been designated by the Village Board as a "qualified tax-exempt
obligation" pursuant to the provisions of Section 265(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended.
This Bond is transferable only upon the books of the Village kept for that purpose at the
office of the Fiscal Agent, only in the event that the Depository does not continue to act as
depository for the Bonds, and the Village appoints another depository, upon surrender of the
Bond to the Fiscal Agent, by the registered owner in person or his duly authorized attorney,
together with a written instrument of transfer (which may be endorsed hereon) satisfactory to the
Fiscal Agent duly executed by the registered owner or his duly authorized attorney. Thereupon a
new fully registered Bond in the same aggregate principal amount shall be issued to the new
depository in exchange therefor and upon the payment of a charge sufficient to reimburse the
Village for any tax, fee or other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such
registration. The Fiscal Agent shall not be obliged to make any transfer of the Bonds (i) after the
Record Date, (ii) during the fifteen (15) calendar days preceding the date of any publication of
notice of any proposed redemption of the Bonds, or (iii) with respect to any particular Bond,
after such Bond has been called for redemption. The Fiscal Agent and Village may treat and
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consider the Depository in whose name this Bond is registered as the absolute owner hereof for
the purpose of receiving payment of, or on account of, the principal or redemption price hereof
and interest due hereon and for all other purposes whatsoever. The Bonds are issuable solely as
negotiable, fully-registered Bonds without coupons in the denomination of $5,000 or any integral
multiple thereof.
No delay or omission on the part of the owner hereof to exercise any right hereunder shall
impair such right or be considered as a waiver thereof or as a waiver of or acquiescence in any
default hereunder.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, by
its governing body, has caused this Bond to be executed for it and in its name by the manual or
facsimile signatures of its duly qualified President and Village Clerk; and to be sealed with its
official or corporate seal, if any, all as of the original date of issue specified above.
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
MILWAUKEE COUNTY, WISCONSIN

By: ______________________________
Allison Rozek
President
(SEAL)
By: ______________________________
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC
Village Clerk
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ASSIGNMENT
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned sells, assigns and transfers unto
____________________________________________________________________________
(Name and Address of Assignee)
____________________________________________________________________________
(Social Security or other Identifying Number of Assignee)
the within Bond and all rights thereunder and hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints
______________________________________, Legal Representative, to transfer said Bond on
the books kept for registration thereof, with full power of substitution in the premises.
Dated: _____________________
Signature Guaranteed:

_____________________________
(e.g. Bank, Trust Company
or Securities Firm)

________________________________
(Depository or Nominee Name)
NOTICE: This signature must correspond with the
name of the Depository or Nominee Name as it
appears upon the face of the within Bond in every
particular, without alteration or enlargement or any
change whatever.

____________________________
(Authorized Officer)
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EXHIBIT F
NOTICE OF FULL CALL*
Regarding
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
MILWAUKEE COUNTY, WISCONSIN
GENERAL OBLIGATION CORPORATE PURPOSE BONDS, SERIES 2011A,
DATED AUGUST 25, 2011
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Bonds of the above-referenced issue which
mature on the dates and in the amounts; bear interest at the rates; and have CUSIP Nos. as set
forth below have been called by the Village for prior payment on June 1, 2020 at a redemption
price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest to the date of
prepayment:
Maturity Date
03/01/2021
03/01/2022
03/01/2023
03/01/2024
03/01/2025
03/01/2026

Principal Amount
$500,000
550,000
575,000
600,000
625,000
650,000

Interest Rate

CUSIP No.

3.00%
3.00
3.125
3.25
3.375
3.50

825230JB2
825230JC0
825230JD8
825230JE6
825230JF3
825230JG1

The Village shall deposit federal or other immediately available funds sufficient for such
redemption at the office of The Depository Trust Company on or before June 1, 2020.
Said Bonds will cease to bear interest on June 1, 2020.
By Order of the
Village Board
Village of Shorewood
Village Clerk
Dated ________________________
_____________
* To be provided by registered or certified mail, overnight express delivery, facsimile transmission, electronic
transmission or in any other manner required by The Depository Trust Company, to The Depository Trust Company, Attn:
Supervisor, Call Notification Department, 570 Washington Blvd., Jersey City, NJ 07310, not less than thirty (30) days nor more
than sixty (60) days prior to June 1, 2020 and to the MSRB electronically through the Electronic Municipal Market Access
(EMMA) System website at www.emma.msrb.org.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN : MILWAUKEE COUNTY : VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

RESOLUTION NO. 2020-08
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF
$835,000 TAXABLE GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BONDS, SERIES 2020B
WHEREAS, on February 17, 2020, the Village Board of the Village of Shorewood,
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin (the "Village") adopted a resolution (the "Set Sale Resolution")
providing for the sale of Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020B (the
"Bonds") for the public purpose of refunding obligations of the Village, including interest on
them, specifically, the Taxable General Obligation Corporate Purpose Bonds, Series 2010B,
dated May 11, 2010, maturing or subject to mandatory redemption in the years 2021 through
2025 (the "Refunded Obligations") (hereinafter the refinancing of the Refunded Obligations shall
be referred to as the "Refunding");
WHEREAS, the Village Board deems it to be necessary, desirable and in the best interest
of the Village to refund the Refunded Obligations for the purpose of achieving debt service
savings;
WHEREAS, the Village is authorized by the provisions of Section 67.04, Wisconsin
Statutes, to borrow money and issue general obligation refunding bonds to refinance its
outstanding obligations;
WHEREAS, due to certain provisions contained in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, it is necessary to issue the Bonds on a taxable rather than tax-exempt basis;
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Set Sale Resolution, the Village directed Baker Tilly
Municipal Advisors, LLC ("Baker Tilly MA") to take the steps necessary to sell the Bonds;
WHEREAS, Baker Tilly MA, in consultation with the officials of the Village, prepared
an Official Terms of Offering (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated
herein by this reference) setting forth the details of and the bid requirements for the Bonds and
indicating that the Bonds would be offered for public sale on March 16, 2020;
WHEREAS, the Village Clerk (in consultation with Baker Tilly MA) caused notice of the
sale of the Bonds to be published and/or announced and caused the Official Terms of Offering to
be distributed to potential bidders offering the Bonds for public sale;
WHEREAS, the Village has duly received bids for the Bonds as described on the Bid
Tabulation attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated herein by this reference (the "Bid
Tabulation");
WHEREAS, it has been determined that the bid proposal (the "Proposal") submitted by
the financial institution listed first on the Bid Tabulation fully complies with the bid
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requirements set forth in the Official Terms of Offering and is deemed to be the most
advantageous to the Village. Baker Tilly MA has recommended that the Village accept the
Proposal. A copy of said Proposal submitted by such institution (the "Purchaser") is attached
hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference; and
WHEREAS, it has been determined to issue the Bonds in the principal amount of
$835,000.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Board of the Village that:
Section 1. Ratification of the Official Terms of Offering and Offering Materials. The
Village Board hereby ratifies and approves the details of the Bonds set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto as and for the details of the Bonds. The Official Terms of Offering and any other
offering materials prepared and circulated by Baker Tilly MA are hereby ratified and approved in
all respects. All actions taken by officers of the Village and Baker Tilly MA in connection with
the preparation and distribution of the Official Terms of Offering and any other offering
materials are hereby ratified and approved in all respects.
Section 1A. Authorization and Award of the Bonds. For the purpose of paying the cost
of the Refunding, there shall be borrowed pursuant to Section 67.04, Wisconsin Statutes, the
principal sum of EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($835,000) from
the Purchaser in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Proposal. The Proposal of the
Purchaser offering to purchase the Bonds for the sum set forth on the Proposal (as modified on
the Bid Tabulation and reflected in the Pricing Summary referenced below and incorporated
herein), plus accrued interest to the date of delivery, is hereby accepted. The President, Village
Clerk or other appropriate officer of the Village is authorized and directed to execute an
acceptance of the Proposal on behalf of the Village. The good faith deposit of the Purchaser
shall be applied in accordance with the Official Terms of Offering, and any good faith deposits
submitted by unsuccessful bidders shall be promptly returned. The Bonds shall bear interest at
the rates set forth on the Proposal.
Section 2. Terms of the Bonds. The Bonds shall be designated "Taxable General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020B"; shall be issued in the aggregate principal amount of
$835,000; shall be dated their date of issuance; shall be in the denomination of $5,000 or any
integral multiple thereof; shall be numbered R-1 and upward; and shall bear interest at the rates
per annum and mature on May 1 of each year, in the years and principal amounts as set forth on
the Pricing Summary attached hereto as Exhibit D-1 and incorporated herein by this reference.
Interest shall be payable semi-annually on May 1 and November 1 of each year commencing on
November 1, 2020. Interest shall be computed upon the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30day months and will be rounded pursuant to the rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking
Board. The schedule of principal and interest payments due on the Bonds is set forth on the Debt
Service Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit D-2 and incorporated herein by this reference (the
"Schedule").
Section 2A. Designation of Maturities. For purposes of State law, the Bonds are
designated as being issued to pay and discharge the debts incurred by the Village through the
issuance of the Refunded Obligations (and any obligations refunded by the Refunded
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Obligations) in the order in which those debts were incurred, so that the Bonds of the earliest
maturities are considered to be issued to discharge the debts which were incurred first.
Section 3. Redemption Provisions. The Bonds are not subject to optional redemption.
If the Proposal specifies that any of the Bonds are subject to mandatory redemption, the
terms of such mandatory redemption shall be set forth on an attachment hereto as Exhibit MRP
and incorporated herein by this reference. Upon the optional redemption of any of the Bonds
subject to mandatory redemption, the principal amount of such Bonds so redeemed shall be
credited against the mandatory redemption payments established in Exhibit MRP for such Bonds
in such manner as the Village shall direct.
Section 4. Form of the Bonds. The Bonds shall be issued in registered form and shall be
executed and delivered in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit E and incorporated
herein by this reference.
Section 5. Tax Provisions.
(A) Direct Annual Irrepealable Tax Levy. For the purpose of paying the
principal of and interest on the Bonds as the same becomes due, the full faith, credit and
resources of the Village are hereby irrevocably pledged, and there is hereby levied upon all of
the taxable property of the Village a direct annual irrepealable tax in the years 2020 through
2024 for the payments due in the years 2020 through 2025 in the amounts set forth on the
Schedule. The amount of tax levied in the year 2020 shall be the total amount of debt service
due on the Bonds in the years 2020 and 2021; provided that the amount of such tax carried onto
the tax rolls shall be abated by any amounts appropriated pursuant to subsection (D) below
which are applied to payment of interest on the Bonds in the year 2020.
(B) Tax Collection. So long as any part of the principal of or interest on the
Bonds remains unpaid, the Village shall be and continue without power to repeal such levy or
obstruct the collection of said tax until all such payments have been made or provided for. After
the issuance of the Bonds, said tax shall be, from year to year, carried onto the tax roll of the
Village and collected in addition to all other taxes and in the same manner and at the same time
as other taxes of the Village for said years are collected, except that the amount of tax carried
onto the tax roll may be reduced in any year by the amount of any surplus money in the Debt
Service Fund Account created below.
(C) Additional Funds. If at any time there shall be on hand insufficient funds
from the aforesaid tax levy to meet principal and/or interest payments on said Bonds when due,
the requisite amounts shall be paid from other funds of the Village then available, which sums
shall be replaced upon the collection of the taxes herein levied.
(D) Appropriation. The Village hereby appropriates from taxes levied in
anticipation of the issuance of the Bonds, amounts levied to pay debt service on the Refunded
Obligations or other funds of the Village on hand a sum sufficient to be irrevocably deposited in
the segregated Debt Service Fund Account created below and used to pay debt service on the
Bonds coming due in 2020 as set forth on the Schedule.
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Section 6. Segregated Debt Service Fund Account.
(A) Creation and Deposits. There be and there hereby is established in the
treasury of the Village, if one has not already been created, a debt service fund, separate and
distinct from every other fund, which shall be maintained in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Debt service or sinking funds established for obligations previously
issued by the Village may be considered as separate and distinct accounts within the debt service
fund.
Within the debt service fund, there hereby is established a separate and distinct account
designated as the "Debt Service Fund Account for Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2020B” (the "Debt Service Fund Account") and such account shall be maintained until the
indebtedness evidenced by the Bonds is fully paid or otherwise extinguished. There shall be
deposited into the Debt Service Fund Account (i) all accrued interest received by the Village at
the time of delivery of and payment for the Bonds; (ii) any premium not used for the Refunding
which may be received by the Village above the par value of the Bonds and accrued interest
thereon; (iii) all money raised by the taxes herein levied and any amounts appropriated for the
specific purpose of meeting principal of and interest on the Bonds when due; (iv) such other
sums as may be necessary at any time to pay principal of and interest on the Bonds when due; (v)
surplus monies in the Borrowed Money Fund as specified below; and (vi) such further deposits
as may be required by Section 67.11, Wisconsin Statutes.
(B) Use and Investment. No money shall be withdrawn from the Debt Service
Fund Account and appropriated for any purpose other than the payment of principal of and
interest on the Bonds until all such principal and interest has been paid in full and the Bonds
canceled; provided (i) the funds to provide for each payment of principal of and interest on the
Bonds prior to the scheduled receipt of taxes from the next succeeding tax collection may be
invested in direct obligations of the United States of America maturing in time to make such
payments when they are due or in other investments permitted by law; and (ii) any funds over
and above the amount of such principal and interest payments on the Bonds may be used to
reduce the next succeeding tax levy, or may, at the option of the Village, be invested by
purchasing the Bonds as permitted by and subject to Section 67.11(2)(a), Wisconsin Statutes, or
in permitted municipal investments under the pertinent provisions of the Wisconsin Statutes
("Permitted Investments"), which investments shall continue to be a part of the Debt Service
Fund Account.
(C) Remaining Monies. When all of the Bonds have been paid in full and
canceled, and all Permitted Investments disposed of, any money remaining in the Debt Service
Fund Account shall be transferred and deposited in the general fund of the Village, unless the
Village Board directs otherwise.
Section 7. Proceeds of the Bonds; Segregated Borrowed Money Fund. The proceeds of
the Bonds (the "Bond Proceeds") (other than any premium not used for the Refunding and
accrued interest which must be paid at the time of the delivery of the Bonds into the Debt Service
Fund Account created above) shall be deposited into a special fund (the "Borrowed Money
Fund") separate and distinct from all other funds of the Village and disbursed solely for the
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purpose or purposes for which borrowed. Monies in the Borrowed Money Fund may be
temporarily invested in Permitted Investments. Any monies, including any income from
Permitted Investments, remaining in the Borrowed Money Fund after the purpose or purposes for
which the Bonds have been issued have been accomplished, and, at any time, any monies as are
not needed and which obviously thereafter cannot be needed for such purpose(s) shall be
deposited in the Debt Service Fund Account.
Section 8. Execution of the Bonds; Closing; Professional Services. The Bonds shall be
issued in printed form, executed on behalf of the Village by the manual or facsimile signatures of
the President and Village Clerk, authenticated, if required, by the Fiscal Agent (defined below),
sealed with its official or corporate seal, if any, or a facsimile thereof, and delivered to the
Purchaser upon payment to the Village of the purchase price thereof, plus accrued interest to the
date of delivery (the "Closing"). The facsimile signature of either of the officers executing the
Bonds may be imprinted on the Bonds in lieu of the manual signature of the officer but, unless
the Village has contracted with a fiscal agent to authenticate the Bonds, at least one of the
signatures appearing on each Bond shall be a manual signature. In the event that either of the
officers whose signatures appear on the Bonds shall cease to be such officers before the Closing,
such signatures shall, nevertheless, be valid and sufficient for all purposes to the same extent as
if they had remained in office until the Closing. The aforesaid officers are hereby authorized and
directed to do all acts and execute and deliver the Bonds and all such documents, certificates and
acknowledgements as may be necessary and convenient to effectuate the Closing. The Village
hereby authorizes the officers and agents of the Village to enter into, on its behalf, agreements
and contracts in conjunction with the Bonds, including but not limited to agreements and
contracts for legal, trust, fiscal agency, disclosure and continuing disclosure, and rebate
calculation services. Any such contract heretofore entered into in conjunction with the issuance
of the Bonds is hereby ratified and approved in all respects.
Section 9. Payment of the Bonds; Fiscal Agent. The principal of and interest on the
Bonds shall be paid by the Village Clerk or the Village Treasurer (the "Fiscal Agent").
Section 10. Persons Treated as Owners; Transfer of Bonds. The Village shall cause
books for the registration and for the transfer of the Bonds to be kept by the Fiscal Agent. The
person in whose name any Bond shall be registered shall be deemed and regarded as the absolute
owner thereof for all purposes and payment of either principal or interest on any Bond shall be
made only to the registered owner thereof. All such payments shall be valid and effectual to
satisfy and discharge the liability upon such Bond to the extent of the sum or sums so paid.
Any Bond may be transferred by the registered owner thereof by surrender of the Bond at
the office of the Fiscal Agent, duly endorsed for the transfer or accompanied by an assignment
duly executed by the registered owner or his attorney duly authorized in writing. Upon such
transfer, the President and Village Clerk shall execute and deliver in the name of the transferee
or transferees a new Bond or Bonds of a like aggregate principal amount, series and maturity and
the Fiscal Agent shall record the name of each transferee in the registration book. No
registration shall be made to bearer. The Fiscal Agent shall cancel any Bond surrendered for
transfer.
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The Village shall cooperate in any such transfer, and the President and Village Clerk are
authorized to execute any new Bond or Bonds necessary to effect any such transfer.
Section 11. Record Date. The 15th day of the calendar month next preceding each
interest payment date shall be the record date for the Bonds (the "Record Date"). Payment of
interest on the Bonds on any interest payment date shall be made to the registered owners of the
Bonds as they appear on the registration book of the Village at the close of business on the
Record Date.
Section 12. Utilization of The Depository Trust Company Book-Entry-Only System. In
order to make the Bonds eligible for the services provided by The Depository Trust Company,
New York, New York ("DTC"), the Village agrees to the applicable provisions set forth in the
Blanket Issuer Letter of Representations, which the Village Clerk or other authorized
representative of the Village is authorized and directed to execute and deliver to DTC on behalf
of the Village to the extent an effective Blanket Issuer Letter of Representations is not presently
on file in the Village Clerk's office.
Section 13. Official Statement. The Village Board hereby approves the Preliminary
Official Statement with respect to the Bonds and deems the Preliminary Official Statement as
"final" as of its date for purposes of SEC Rule 15c2-12 promulgated by the Securities and
Exchange Commission pursuant to the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Rule"). All
actions taken by officers of the Village in connection with the preparation of such Preliminary
Official Statement and any addenda to it or final Official Statement are hereby ratified and
approved. In connection with the Closing, the appropriate Village official shall certify the
Preliminary Official Statement and any addenda or final Official Statement. The Village Clerk
shall cause copies of the Preliminary Official Statement and any addenda or final Official
Statement to be distributed to the Purchaser.
Section 14. Undertaking to Provide Continuing Disclosure. The Village hereby
covenants and agrees, for the benefit of the owners of the Bonds, to enter into a written
undertaking (the "Undertaking") if required by the Rule to provide continuing disclosure of
certain financial information and operating data and timely notices of the occurrence of certain
events in accordance with the Rule. The Undertaking shall be enforceable by the owners of the
Bonds or by the Purchaser on behalf of such owners (provided that the rights of the owners and
the Purchaser to enforce the Undertaking shall be limited to a right to obtain specific
performance of the obligations thereunder and any failure by the Village to comply with the
provisions of the Undertaking shall not be an event of default with respect to the Bonds).
To the extent required under the Rule, the President and Village Clerk, or other officer of
the Village charged with the responsibility for issuing the Bonds, shall provide a Continuing
Disclosure Certificate for inclusion in the transcript of proceedings, setting forth the details and
terms of the Village's Undertaking.
Section 15. Redemption of the Refunded Obligations. The Refunded Obligations are
hereby called for prior payment and redemption on June 1, 2020 at a price of par plus accrued
interest to the date of redemption.
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The Village hereby directs the Village Clerk to work with Baker Tilly MA to cause
timely notice of redemption, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit F and
incorporated herein by this reference (the "Notice"), to be provided at the times, to the parties
and in the manner set forth on the Notice. Any and all actions heretofore taken by the officers
and agents of the Village to effectuate the redemption of the Refunded Obligations are hereby
ratified and approved.
Section 16. Record Book. The Village Clerk shall provide and keep the transcript of
proceedings as a separate record book (the "Record Book") and shall record a full and correct
statement of every step or proceeding had or taken in the course of authorizing and issuing the
Bonds in the Record Book.
Section 17. Bond Insurance. If the Purchaser determines to obtain municipal bond
insurance with respect to the Bonds, the officers of the Village are authorized to take all actions
necessary to obtain such municipal bond insurance. The President and Village Clerk are
authorized to agree to such additional provisions as the bond insurer may reasonably request and
which are acceptable to the President and Village Clerk including provisions regarding
restrictions on investment of Bond proceeds, the payment procedure under the municipal bond
insurance policy, the rights of the bond insurer in the event of default and payment of the Bonds
by the bond insurer and notices to be given to the bond insurer. In addition, any reference
required by the bond insurer to the municipal bond insurance policy shall be made in the form of
Bond provided herein.
Section 18. Conflicting Resolutions; Severability; Effective Date. All prior resolutions,
rules or other actions of the Village Board or any parts thereof in conflict with the provisions
hereof shall be, and the same are, hereby rescinded insofar as the same may so conflict. In the
event that any one or more provisions hereof shall for any reason be held to be illegal or invalid,
such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provisions hereof. The foregoing shall take
effect immediately upon adoption and approval in the manner provided by law.
Adopted, approved and recorded March 16, 2020.

_____________________________
Allison Rozek
President
ATTEST:

____________________________
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC
Village Clerk
(SEAL)
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EXHIBIT A
Official Terms of Offering

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT B
Bid Tabulation

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT C
Winning Bid

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT D-1
Pricing Summary

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT D-2
Debt Service Schedule and Irrepealable Tax Levies

To be provided by Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors, LLC and incorporated into the Resolution.

(See Attached)
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[EXHIBIT MRP
Mandatory Redemption Provision
The Bonds due on May 1, ____, ____ and ____ (the "Term Bonds") are subject to
mandatory redemption prior to maturity by lot (as selected by the Depository) at a redemption
price equal to One Hundred Percent (100%) of the principal amount to be redeemed plus accrued
interest to the date of redemption, from debt service fund deposits which are required to be made
in amounts sufficient to redeem on May 1 of each year the respective amount of Term Bonds
specified below:
For the Term Bonds Maturing on May 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on May 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on May 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)

For the Term Bonds Maturing on May 1,
Redemption
Date
____
____
____

Amount
$______
______
______ (maturity)]
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EXHIBIT E
(Form of Bond)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
REGISTERED
STATE OF WISCONSIN
DOLLARS
MILWAUKEE COUNTY
NO. R-___
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
$_______
TAXABLE GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BOND, SERIES 2020B
MATURITY DATE:

ORIGINAL DATE OF ISSUE:

INTEREST RATE:

CUSIP:

May 1, _____

____________, 2020

____%

______

DEPOSITORY OR ITS NOMINEE NAME: CEDE & CO.
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT:

_______________________ THOUSAND DOLLARS
($__________)

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin
(the "Village"), hereby acknowledges itself to owe and promises to pay to the Depository or its
Nominee Name (the "Depository") identified above (or to registered assigns), on the maturity
date identified above, the principal amount identified above, and to pay interest thereon at the
rate of interest per annum identified above, all subject to the provisions set forth herein regarding
redemption prior to maturity. Interest shall be payable semi-annually on May 1 and November 1
of each year commencing on November 1, 2020 until the aforesaid principal amount is paid in
full. Both the principal of and interest on this Bond are payable to the registered owner in lawful
money of the United States. Interest payable on any interest payment date shall be paid by wire
transfer to the Depository in whose name this Bond is registered on the Bond Register
maintained by the Village Clerk or Village Treasurer (the "Fiscal Agent") or any successor
thereto at the close of business on the 15th day of the calendar month next preceding each
interest payment date (the "Record Date"). This Bond is payable as to principal upon
presentation and surrender hereof at the office of the Fiscal Agent.
For the prompt payment of this Bond together with interest hereon as aforesaid and for
the levy of taxes sufficient for that purpose, the full faith, credit and resources of the Village are
hereby irrevocably pledged.
This Bond is one of an issue of Bonds aggregating the principal amount of $835,000, all
of which are of like tenor, except as to denomination, interest rate and maturity date, issued by
the Village pursuant to the provisions of Section 67.04, Wisconsin Statutes, for the public
purpose of refunding certain obligations of the Village, as authorized by a resolution adopted on
March 16, 2020. Said resolution is recorded in the official minutes of the Village Board for said
date.
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This Bond is not subject to optional redemption.

[The Bonds maturing in the years ________ are subject to mandatory redemption by lot
as provided in the resolution authorizing the issueance and sale of the Bonds, at the redemption
price of par plus accrued interest to the date of redemption and without premium.]
In the event the Bonds are redeemed prior to maturity, as long as the Bonds are in
book-entry-only form, official notice of the redemption will be given by mailing a notice by
registered or certified mail, overnight express delivery, facsimile transmission, electronic
transmission or in any other manner required by the Depository, to the Depository not less than
thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior to the redemption date. If less than all of the
Bonds of a maturity are to be called for redemption, the Bonds of such maturity to be redeemed
will be selected by lot. Such notice will include but not be limited to the following: the
designation and date of the Bonds called for redemption, CUSIP number, and the date of
redemption. Any notice provided as described herein shall be conclusively presumed to have
been duly given, whether or not the registered owner receives the notice. The Bonds shall cease
to bear interest on the specified redemption date provided that federal or other immediately
available funds sufficient for such redemption are on deposit at the office of the Depository at
that time. Upon such deposit of funds for redemption the Bonds shall no longer be deemed to be
outstanding.
It is hereby certified and recited that all conditions, things and acts required by law to
exist or to be done prior to and in connection with the issuance of this Bond have been done,
have existed and have been performed in due form and time; that the aggregate indebtedness of
the Village, including this Bond and others issued simultaneously herewith, does not exceed any
limitation imposed by law or the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin; and that a direct annual
irrepealable tax has been levied sufficient to pay this Bond, together with the interest thereon,
when and as payable.
This Bond is transferable only upon the books of the Village kept for that purpose at the
office of the Fiscal Agent, only in the event that the Depository does not continue to act as
depository for the Bonds, and the Village appoints another depository, upon surrender of the
Bond to the Fiscal Agent, by the registered owner in person or his duly authorized attorney,
together with a written instrument of transfer (which may be endorsed hereon) satisfactory to the
Fiscal Agent duly executed by the registered owner or his duly authorized attorney. Thereupon a
new fully registered Bond in the same aggregate principal amount shall be issued to the new
depository in exchange therefor and upon the payment of a charge sufficient to reimburse the
Village for any tax, fee or other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such
registration. The Fiscal Agent shall not be obliged to make any transfer of the Bonds (i) after the
Record Date, (ii) during the fifteen (15) calendar days preceding the date of any publication of
notice of any proposed redemption of the Bonds, or (iii) with respect to any particular Bond,
after such Bond has been called for redemption. The Fiscal Agent and Village may treat and
consider the Depository in whose name this Bond is registered as the absolute owner hereof for
the purpose of receiving payment of, or on account of, the principal or redemption price hereof
and interest due hereon and for all other purposes whatsoever. The Bonds are issuable solely as
-2QB\62023373.1

negotiable, fully-registered Bonds without coupons in the denomination of $5,000 or any integral
multiple thereof.
No delay or omission on the part of the owner hereof to exercise any right hereunder shall
impair such right or be considered as a waiver thereof or as a waiver of or acquiescence in any
default hereunder.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, by
its governing body, has caused this Bond to be executed for it and in its name by the manual or
facsimile signatures of its duly qualified President and Village Clerk; and to be sealed with its
official or corporate seal, if any, all as of the original date of issue specified above.
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
MILWAUKEE COUNTY, WISCONSIN

By: ______________________________
Allison Rozek
President
(SEAL)
By: ______________________________
Sara Bruckman
Village Clerk
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ASSIGNMENT
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned sells, assigns and transfers unto
____________________________________________________________________________
(Name and Address of Assignee)
____________________________________________________________________________
(Social Security or other Identifying Number of Assignee)
the within Bond and all rights thereunder and hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints
______________________________________, Legal Representative, to transfer said Bond on
the books kept for registration thereof, with full power of substitution in the premises.
Dated: _____________________
Signature Guaranteed:

_____________________________
(e.g. Bank, Trust Company
or Securities Firm)

________________________________
(Depository or Nominee Name)
NOTICE: This signature must correspond with the
name of the Depository or Nominee Name as it
appears upon the face of the within Bond in every
particular, without alteration or enlargement or any
change whatever.

____________________________
(Authorized Officer)
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EXHIBIT F
NOTICE OF FULL CALL*
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
MILWAUKEE COUNTY, WISCONSIN
TAXABLE GENERAL OBLIGATION CORPORATE PURPOSE BONDS, SERIES 2010B,
DATED MAY 11, 2010
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Bonds of the above-referenced issue which
mature on the dates and in the amounts; bear interest at the rates; and have CUSIP Nos. as set
forth below have been called for prior payment on June 1, 2020 at a redemption price equal to
100% of the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest to the date of prepayment:
Maturity Date

Principal Amount

05/01/2021
05/01/2022
05/01/2025

$140,000
150,000
505,000

Interest Rate
4.70%
4.85
5.20

CUSIP No.
825230HM0
825230HN8
825230HR9

Upon presentation and surrender of said Bonds to Bond Trust Services Corporation, Roseville,
Minnesota, the registrar and fiscal agent for said Bonds, the registered owners thereof will be
paid the principal amount of the Bonds plus accrued interest to the date of prepayment.
Said Bonds will cease to bear interest on June 1, 2020.
By Order of the
Village Board
Village of Shorewood
Village Clerk
Dated ________________________
_____________
* To be provided to Bond Trust Services Corporation, Roseville, Minnesota, at least thirty-five (35) days prior to
June 1, 2020. The registrar and fiscal agent shall be directed to give notice of such prepayment by registered or certified mail,
overnight express delivery, facsimile transmission, electronic transmission or in any other manner required by The Depository
Trust Company, to The Depository Trust Company, Attn: Supervisor, Call Notification Department, 570 Washington Blvd.,
Jersey City, NJ 07310, not less than thirty (30) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior to June 1, 2020 and to the MSRB
electronically through the Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA) System website at www.emma.msrb.org.
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The Village of Shorewood (Aa2) has an affluent tax base within commuting distance to
Milwaukee (A1 negative). Finances are stable and healthy, though the city's revenue raising
flexibility is limited due to state imposed levy limits. Pension liabilities are modest. Fixed
costs and debt are elevated and expected to continue to grow, which could put additional
pressure on the credit.

Credit strengths
» Affluent tax base favorably located within the larger Milwaukee metro area
» Solid financial profile
» Modest pension burden

Credit challenges
» Elevated fixed costs and debt burden with plans for additional issuances
» Limited revenue raising flexibility due to state imposed levy limits

Rating outlook
Outlooks are generally not assigned to local government credits with this amount of debt.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» Moderation of debt and fixed cost levels
» Material tax base growth

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» Issuance of additional debt which would further increase the village's debt burden
» Tax base depreciation and or/weakening of resident wealth and income
» Declines in operating reserves or liquidity
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Key indicators
Exhibit 1

Shorewood (Village of) WI

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

$1,431,921

$1,497,728

$1,567,602

$1,634,825

$1,714,160

13,245

13,284

13,134

13,367

13,344

$108,110

$112,747

$119,355

$122,303

$128,459

158.3%

140.8%

145.4%

143.8%

149.2%
$16,051

Economy/Tax Base
Total Full Value ($000)
Population
Full Value Per Capita
Median Family Income (% of US Median)
Finances
Operating Revenue ($000)

$13,552

$14,452

$17,255

$15,352

Fund Balance ($000)

$4,515

$4,714

$5,178

$5,334

$5,150

Cash Balance ($000)

$9,999

$9,971

$10,849

$11,428

$10,694

Fund Balance as a % of Revenues

33.3%

32.6%

30.0%

34.7%

32.1%

Cash Balance as a % of Revenues

73.8%

69.0%

62.9%

74.4%

66.6%

$37,715

$42,937

$56,580

$51,447

$53,406

$5,832

$8,299

$11,934

$13,286

$14,312

2.6%

2.9%

3.6%

3.1%

3.1%

2.8x

3.0x

3.3x

3.4x

3.3x

Moody's - adjusted Net Pension Liability (3-yr average) to Full Value (%)

0.4%

0.6%

0.8%

0.8%

0.8%

Moody's - adjusted Net Pension Liability (3-yr average) to Revenues (x)

0.4x

0.6x

0.7x

0.9x

0.9x

Debt/Pensions
Net Direct Debt ($000)
3-Year Average of Moody's ANPL ($000)
Net Direct Debt / Full Value (%)
Net Direct Debt / Operating Revenues (x)

Sources: Moody's Investors Service, audited financial statements, US Census Bureau

Profile
The Village of Shorewood is located just north of the City of Milwaukee, along the Lake Michigan shoreline. The village encompasses an
area of approximately 1.5 miles and provides a variety of services to a population of 13,300.

Detailed credit considerations
Economy and tax base: wealthy tax base closely tied to Milwaukee metro area
We expect the village's economy will remain stable due to its favorable location just north of Milwaukee and multi-year trend of
valuation growth. Valued at $1.8 billion in 2019, the village's tax base has grown an average of 4.2% over the last five years. At 82%
of the base, the village is largely residential but also benefits from a growing commercial sector which accounts for 17% of valuation.
Recent growth has been spurred by appreciation of existing property and redevelopment of several commercial areas. The village has
four tax increment district's (TID) that expire in 2022, 2036, 2038 and 2041. Due to strong performance across several districts, the
village may elect to close certain districts before the scheduled expiration.
Resident incomes are strong with MIFI equal to 149.2% of the national median. At 3.6% as of December 2019, Milwaukee County's
(Aa2 stable) unemployment rate was higher than state (3.2%), but lower than the nation (3.4%).
Financial operations and reserves: healthy financial profile
We expect the village's financial operations to remain solid, given conservative budgeting and healthy reserve levels. Across the village's
main operating funds (general and debt service funds) available operating reserves totaled $5.2 million or a healthy 32.1% of operating
fund revenues. The village's available fund balance is net of $953,000 in advances to village enterprise funds that are expected to be
repaid by 2025. Fiscal 2019 is expected to end with an increase in general fund reserves of approximately $328,000. Fiscal 2020 has
a $297,000 budgeted use of reserves to keep the debt service levy from growing. The fund balance at year-end fiscal 2021 is likely to
decline by a figure similar to fiscal 2020. The village's largest source of revenue is property taxes, which comprised 61.7% of fiscal 2018
operating fund revenues.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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LIQUIDITY

At the close of fiscal 2018, the village held a net cash position of $10.7 million, equivalent to a healthy 66.6% of operating revenues.
The village's net cash position is significantly higher than its fund balance because it collects and remits property tax receipts to certain
overlapping entities. At the end of fiscal 2018, cash was overstated by approximately $4 million.
Debt and pensions: elevated debt burden and fixed costs with plans for additional debt
At 2.7% of 2019 full value and 2.9x fiscal 2018 operating revenue, the village's direct debt burden is elevated. The overall debt burden
of 7.3% of full value is also high, due largely to significant borrowing by overlapping units of government - Milwaukee County (Aa2
stable), Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (Aa1 stable), and the Shorewood School District (Aa2).
The village has a 10 year long-range financial plan that anticipates approximately $22.3 million in debt for general tax levy funded
infrastructure projects by 2029, with about a quarter likely to be issued by year-end fiscal 2020. Additional water and sewer projects,
with corresponding debt, are being considered over the next ten year as well. Fiscal 2018 fixed costs, which include annual pension
contributions, other post-employment benefits (OPEB) and debt service, totaled $5.6 million, or 35.1% of operating revenue. As the
village's debt burden rises, the potential for downward credit pressure will intensify.
DEBT STRUCTURE

All of the village's debt is fixed rate and long-term. An average 71.1% of principal is set to be retired over the next ten years.
DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES

The village has no derivative exposure.
PENSIONS AND OPEB

The village participates in the Wisconsin Retirement System (WRS), a statewide cost-sharing plan. Contributions are determined using
a level contribution actuarial method in an effort to keep employer and employee contribution rates at a level percentage of payroll
over time, and are set at 100% of the plan’s funding requirement. As a result, WRS remains one of the best-funded public employee
retirement systems in the country, with statewide employer contributions to WRS in 2017 totaling 107.7% of the amount needed to
tread water1.
The village’s adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) was $16.1 million in 2018, up from $13.1 million in 2016, bringing the three-year
average to $14.3 million, or 0.9x operating revenue and 0.9% of full value. Moody's ANPL reflects the use of a market-based discount
rate to value pension liabilities rather than the assumed rate of investment return on plan assets. In comparison, the reported net
pension asset, based on the plan’s 7.2% discount rate, was $1,2 million in fiscal 2018.
Growth in the Moody’s ANPL has been driven largely by falling market discount rates, however the plan’s NPL has benefited from
strong investment performance in recent years, with WRS reported a net pension asset as of fiscal 2017. (See Exhibit 2.)
Exhibit 2

Wisconsin Retirement System remains well-funded on a reported basis
Reported NPL
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Moody's ANPL
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WRS

Source: State of Wisconsin
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The village’s other post-employment benefits (OPEB) obligations do not pose a material credit risk. The OPEB liability reflects
an implicit rate subsidy for retirees who pay to remain on the village’s health plan and is funded on a pay-as-you-go basis, with
contributions of $274,000 in fiscal 2018. As of January 1, 2018, the most recent actuarial valuation date, the net OPEB liability totaled
$3.2 million, or 0.2x operating revenue.

ESG considerations
ENVIRONMENTAL
Environmental considerations are not material to this rating action. Overall exposure to environmental risk is low for US local
governments. Impacts on agriculture are forecasted to be among the most significant economic effects of climate change in the
Midwest.
SOCIAL
The village's location within the Milwaukee metro area, adjacent to the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee helps bolster resident
income levels. Median family income is 149.2% of the national level. It also factors into the village's median age of 36.7 years old
versus the state (39.3 years) and nation (37.9 years). Overall population in the village has remained stable (13,160 residents in 2010 vs
13,440 in fiscal 2018). Notable increases are unlikely going forward as the village is essentially built-out. At 3.6% as of December 2019,
Milwaukee County's unemployment rate was higher than state (3.2%), but lower than the nation (3.4%).
GOVERNANCE
The village has a general fund balance policy which maintain an unassigned fund balance at a minimum of 30% of total general fund
annual revenues. The purpose of the first 25% of this balance is to provide adequate cash flow during the year. The additional 5% is to
provide the ability of the Village to respond to unforeseeable contingencies or opportunities that were not present when the budget
was being prepared. Any use of the 5% fund balance must be replenished during the next budget process.
Recently, the village has been transferring some of the general fund unassigned fund balance in excess of the 30% mentioned above to
the debt service fund to limit the need to increase the levy amount needed to pay debt service.
Wisconsin cities have an Institutional Framework score of “A”, which is moderate. The sector's major revenue source, property
tax revenue, is subject to a cap that restricts cities from increasing their operating property tax levies except to capture amounts
represented by net new construction growth. Revenues and expenditures tend to be predictable. Across the sector, fixed and mandated
costs are generally high. Many cities utilize tax increment districts to attract economic development, often issuing debt to fund initial
infrastructure in undeveloped areas. While tax increment districts are ultimately expected to generate revenues sufficient to cover
initial city outlay, cities are exposed to economic downturns which could halt development.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors
The US Local Government General Obligation Debt methodology includes a scorecard, a tool providing a composite score of a local
government’s credit profile based on the weighted factors we consider most important, universal and measurable, as well as possible
notching factors dependent on individual credit strengths and weaknesses. Its purpose is not to determine the final rating, but rather to
provide a standard platform from which to analyze and compare local government credits.
The difference between the Scorecard Indicated Outcome and the Assigned Rating largely reflects overly punitive five year trends due
to a substantial transfer into the debt service fund in fiscal 2013 connected to a bond refunding. It also incorporates the expectation
the village will be issuing additional debt, though the exact details, and thus degree of impact on the village, is not definitely known at
present.
Exhibit 3
Rating Factors

Measure

Economy/Tax Base (30%)

Score

[1]

Tax Base Size: Full Value (in 000s)
Full Value Per Capita
Median Family Income (% of US Median)

$1,755,222

Aa

$131,536

Aa

149.2%

Aa

32.1%

Aaa

Finances (30%)
Fund Balance as a % of Revenues
5-Year Dollar Change in Fund Balance as % of Revenues
Cash Balance as a % of Revenues
5-Year Dollar Change in Cash Balance as % of Revenues

-18.8% B & Below
66.6%

Aaa

-20.3% B & Below

Notching Factors:[2]
Other Analyst Adjustment to Finances Factor: Inflated cash balance due to taxes held on behalf of other governments

Down

Management (20%)
Institutional Framework
Operating History: 5-Year Average of Operating Revenues / Operating Expenditures

A

A

1.0x

Baa

2.7%

A

2.9x

A

0.8%

Aaa

0.9x

A

Debt and Pensions (20%)
Net Direct Debt / Full Value (%)
Net Direct Debt / Operating Revenues (x)
3-Year Average of Moody's Adjusted Net Pension Liability / Full Value (%)
3-Year Average of Moody's Adjusted Net Pension Liability / Operating Revenues (x)
Notching Factors:

[2]

Other Analyst Adjustment to Debt and Pensions Factor (specify): Expectations for additional debt

Down

Other
Credit Event/Trend Not Yet Reflected in Existing Data Sets: Overly punitive five year trends

Up
Scorecard-Indicated Outcome

A1

Assigned Rating

Aa2

[1] Economy measures are based on data from the most recent year available.
[2] Notching Factors are specifically defined in the US Local Government General Obligation Debt methodology.
Sources: Moody's Investors Service, audited financial statements, US Census Bureau

Endnotes
1 Employer contributions that tread water equal the sum of current year service cost and interest on reported net pension liabilities at the start of the year,
using reported actuarial assumptions. If plan assumptions are met exactly, contributions equal to the tread water indicator will prevent the reported
net pension liabilities from growing. Net liabilities may decrease or increase in a given year due to factors other than the contribution amount, such as
investment performance that exceeds or falls short of a plan's assumed rate of return.
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Voucher Report
Presenter: Mark Emanuelson

Department: Finance

Overview – Consistent with the Village’s Policy #21, Purchasing and Accounts Payable, the attached
reports have been prepared by the Finance Department for presentation to the Village Board.
In addition to providing the information required for the Village Board to maintain the general oversight of
expenditures, these reports also serve to enhance the transparency of the Village’s expenditures of public
funds by making these reports part of the public record.
Please feel free to contact me if there are any questions on specific items.

Vision 2025 Plan – Financial Responsibility
Sustainability – N/A
Recommended motion – Move to accept the attached presentation of accounts reports.

Fiscal Note / Budget Impact – To the best of our knowledge, these items have been processed in
accordance with the Village’s purchasing policies as administered by the applicable department heads.

Attachments: - Accounts Payable and Payroll Vouchers Summary
Detailed Presentation of Accounts

Meeting Date 03/16/2020

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD, WISCONSIN
CLERK-TREASURER'S OFFICE
MEMO
DATE:

March 16, 2020

TO:

Budget and Finance Committee

FROM:

Finance Office

COPY TO:

Village Board

RE:

Accounts Payable and Payroll Vouchers for Presentation and Approval

Presented for your approval are the following accounts payable vouchers: 02/28-03/12
100 - General Fund

344,910.95

200 - Library

7,637.50

210 - Senior Services

673.50

230 - Shorewood Today Magazine

13,639.06

300 - Debt Service Fund

400,935.38

400 - Capital Projects Fund

24,732.65

410 - TIF #1

-

430 - TIF #3

-

440 - TIF #4

-

450 - TIF #5

-

600 - Parking Utility Fund

848.04

610 - Water Utility Fund

50,266.30

620 - Sewer Utility Fund

327,506.69

700 - CDA

-

800 - Property Tax Fund
900 - Cash Fund
Subtotal:

$

PLUS: Payroll vouchers per check register
dated
2/28/20

194,305.38

Grand Total
Begin Ck #

Accounts Payable Checks:
Accounts Payable Electronic Checks:
Payroll Checks:
Payroll Direct Deposits:
Payroll Electronic Check Remittances:

8,291,345.22
9,462,495.29

$

9,656,800.67
End Chk #

34231
2369

34384
2384

2810

2811

DD19428

DD19529

EFT1246

EFT1257

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

Fund 100 General Fund
Dept 0000
100-0000-15210
Prepaid Postage
US POSTMASTER
PREPAID POSTAGE ACCOUNT FILL
02122020
100-0000-15220
Prepaid Postage - Hassler (meter)
TOTAL FUNDS BY HASLER POSTAGE REPLENISH FOR MACHINE
02242020
100-0000-21150
Other Accrued Payables
LAW, INC. HEALTH TRUST VEBA PREMIUMS - POLICE DEPT-FEB 202022345
100-0000-21520
GENERAL CLASS
WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
100-0000-21520
PROTECTIVE SERVICE
WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
100-0000-21520
ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
100-0000-21530
Health Insurance Payable WCA GROUP HEALTH TRUST-UMR
HEATH INSURANCE PREMIUMS - FEB 2020 FEB 2020
100-0000-21531
DENTAL VILLAGE PORTION
DELTA DENTAL PLAN OF WI,
DENTAL
INC PREMIUMS - FEBRUARY 2020
1399123
100-0000-21531
Dental Insurance Payable SUPERIOR VISION INS. PLAN
VISION
OF WI,
INS.INPREMIUM-MAR 20
000372539
100-0000-21550
Union Dues Payable
WI COUNCIL 32 PER CAPITA
UNION
TAX DUES-FEB
TRUST
2020
02282020
100-0000-21580
Garnishments Payable
WI SCTF
CHILD SUPPORT 02/28/2020
02282020
100-0000-21590
Disability Insurance Payable
STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
P-DISABILITY 3/1/2020-3/31/2020
MAR 2020
100-0000-24213
Sales Tax Due State
WI DEPT OF REVENUE - SALES
SALESTAX
AND STADIUM TAX -JAN 2020
JAN 2020

Due Date
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20

Total For Dept 0000
Dept 1200 Court
100-1200-52120

Professional Fees - Court Legal
CRIVELLO- CARLSON S.C. JAN 2020- MUNICIPAL COURT PROSECUTION
1302-136499

Office Supplies

EWALD, REBECCA

03/04/20

ADLER, KAREN
ANDERSON, JENNIFER
BEHLING, KATHRYN
BOBBITT, DOROTHY
BORNSTEIN, NANCY
BREDECK, MICHAEL
BRIGHT, WENDY
BRZEZINSKA, VALERIE
CARROLL, NORMA LEE
CRAIG, ANNE
CRATOR, MARGARET
CRIVELLO, CHRISTINE
CROWLEY, MARGARET
CURRAN, CAROLYN
DETWEILER, EVE
DIMITROFF, ALEXANDRA
DUDEK, JOHN
ENGLER, SUSAN
FRANCL, JULIE
FRENZEL, HEIDI
GEENEN, PATRICIA
GERSCHWILER, SUSAN
GESS, DAVID
GOLD, GAYLE
GUZNICZAK, MARY T
HAINZE, KERRY
HANSEN, CHRISTOPHER
HEPPE, THOMAS
HOYUM, GAIL

REIMBURSEMENT-OFFICE SUPPIES

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY

ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION
ELECTION

INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR

5,000.00
1,500.00
192.00
47,852.29
43,243.42
750.00
135,540.24
5,256.08
577.83
31.43
2,441.75
381.77
403.84

2377
2376
34321
2383
2383
2383
2378
2369
34363
34380
34381
34358
2384

1,833.40

34261

1,833.40
02132020

03/04/20

Total For Dept 1410 Manager
Dept 1420 Clerk / Customer Service
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends

Amount
Check #

243,170.65

Total For Dept 1200 Court
Dept 1410 Manager
100-1410-53100

1/11

8.32

34274

8.32
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY
PAY

2020-02-11
2020-02-23
2020-02-48
2020-02-12
2020-02-02
2020-02-04
2020-02-58
2020-02-61
2020-02-05
2020-02-62
2020-02-50
2020-02-63
2020-02-59
2020-02-41
2020-02-28
2020-02-36
2020-02-37
2020-02-13
2020-02-29
2020-02-01
2020-02-51
2020-02-52
2020-02-06
2020-02-53
2020-02-64
2020-02-54
2020-02-30
2020-02-07
2020-02-14

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

124.00
116.80
60.80
124.00
148.00
128.00
52.00
8.00
128.00
8.00
60.00
8.00
50.00
62.00
72.00
66.80
64.00
124.00
72.00
152.00
60.00
60.00
128.00
60.00
8.00
60.00
72.00
128.00
124.00

34232
34237
34242
34243
34245
34246
34247
34250
34252
34258
34259
34260
34262
34263
34266
34268
34270
34273
34276
34277
34278
34279
34280
34283
34286
34288
34289
34292
34294

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

Fund 100 General Fund
Dept 1420 Clerk / Customer Service
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
HUFFER, GREGORY
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-38
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
JHANSALE, SHANTHA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-42
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
JOHN, MARILYN W
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-15
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
JOHNSON, ANDREA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-31
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
JOHNSON, MARY
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-19
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
JONAS, ELIZABETH
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-25
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KIELY MILLER, BARBARA FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-65
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KNETZGER, BARBARA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-39
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KOLAWOLE, MICHAEL
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-32
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KRECHEL, DONALD
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-43
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KREILEIN, JANET
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-20
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KREUL, ANNE
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-49
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
KRUEGER, SHARON
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-08
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
LATHROP, CATHERINE C FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-66
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
LATHROP, JAMES A
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-60
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
LEE, DONALD
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-09
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
LEE, HELEN
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-44
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
LOZIER, VASHTI
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-26
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
MACKEDON, MARGARET
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-27
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
MAZZIE, JUDITH
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-40
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
MCENEANY, SARAH
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-57
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
MIKULSKY, PATRICIA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-21
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
MURRAY, DIANNE
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-45
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
OXMAN, MICHELE
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-16
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
PRESTO, LINDA M
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-55
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
REBHOLZ, HILDEGARD
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-22
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
ROBINSON, THERESA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-33
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
ROLLINS, KATHLEEN M
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-46
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
ROSS, VICTORIA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-10
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
ROSS, WILLIAM
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-17
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
SEIDMAN, MICHAEL
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-56
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
SHANKER, NATRAJ
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-03
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
SOBON, JEAN
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-67
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
STOKEBRAND SPORE, KATHYFEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-18
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
STREETER-JACKSON, ROCHELLE
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-35
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
TATALOVICH, ROBERT
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-34
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
WEBER, BARBARA
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-24
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
WEBER, VALERIE
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-68
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
WESENER, LOIS D
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-69
100-1420-51120
Poll Worker Stipends
YEZEK, KATHLEEN
FEBRUARY ELECTION INSPECTOR PAY
2020-02-47
100-1420-51900
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION- MILEAGE,LUNCH
BRUCKMAN, SARA
MISC. RECEIPTS-MILEAGE, PARKING, LUNCH-C&CS
02-28-2020
100-1420-52930
Credit Card Fees
POINT N PAY
CREDIT CARD FEES-JAN 2020
5823-2020-1-V.1
100-1420-53100
Office Supplies
BRUCKMAN, SARA
MISC. RECEIPTS-MILEAGE, PARKING, LUNCH-C&CS
02-28-2020
100-1420-53100
Office Supplies
SHRED-IT USA LLC
OFF SITE SHREDDING SERVICE
8129271294

Due Date
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 1420 Clerk / Customer Service
Dept 1510 Finance
100-1510-48900
100-1510-48900

Miscellaneous Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue

WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
WI DEPT OF REVENUE - SALES
SALESTAX
AND STADIUM TAX -JAN 2020
JAN 2020

DIVERSIFIED BENEFIT SERVICES
FSA ADMIN
INC SERVICES-FEB 2020

Amount
Check #
64.00
62.00
124.00
72.00
122.00
112.00
8.00
64.00
72.00
62.00
122.00
60.80
128.00
8.00
32.00
128.00
62.00
112.00
112.00
64.00
54.00
120.00
62.00
124.00
60.00
120.00
72.00
62.00
128.00
124.00
56.00
144.00
8.00
124.00
70.00
72.00
113.28
8.00
8.00
62.00
81.50
395.39
39.69
238.56

34295
34300
34302
34303
34304
34305
34309
34310
34311
34312
34313
34314
34315
34319
34320
34322
34323
34324
34325
34326
34327
34329
34337
34339
34341
34345
34346
34347
34348
34349
34351
34353
34357
34359
34361
34364
34377
34378
34379
34384
34249
2374
34249
34355

6,265.62
02/28/20
02/28/20

Total For Dept 1510 Finance
Dept 1900 Other General Admin
100-1900-51325
``

2/11

(764.79)
(12.69)

2383
2384

(777.48)
300099

03/04/20

353.75

34269
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

Fund 100 General Fund
Dept 1900 Other General Admin
100-1900-52120
Professional Fees Legal
CRIVELLO- CARLSON S.C. JAN 2020- GENERAL LEGAL SERVICES
1302-136498
100-1900-52120
Professional Fees Legal
CRIVELLO- CARLSON S.C. JAN 2020 - BERTLE CASE
1302-136497
100-1900-52120
Professional Fees Legal
VON BRIESEN & ROPER SC PROFESSIONAL SVCS JAN 2020
313072
100-1900-52190
Professional Fees - Insurance
R & R INSURANCE SERVICES
MARCH SERVICE FEE 2020
2204076
100-1900-52200.55-00
Electric - Village Hall
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
02122020
100-1900-52200.77-00
Electric - Village Center WE ENERGIES - LIBRARY LIBRARY ELECTRIC USAGE 1/8-2/6
JAN 2020
100-1900-52210.55-00
Gas - Village Hall
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
02122020
100-1900-52210.77-00
Gas - Village Center
WE ENERGIES - LIBRARY LIBRARY GAS USAGE 1/6-2/4
02052020
100-1900-52230.55-00
Phone / Internet - Village TIME
Hall WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VH DIGITAL
COMPANY ADAPTOR 7601-6001-2/17-3/16
02182020
100-1900-52230.55-00
Phone / Internet - Village TIME
Hall WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
PRI COMPANY
SERVICE ACCT 5701-9001, 2/18-3/17
706845701021920
100-1900-52230.55-00
Phone / Internet - Village TIME
Hall WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VHALL
COMPANY
INTERNET ACCT 6501-4001,2/22-3/21
706976501022320
100-1900-52230.77-00
Phone / Internet - Village TIME
Center
WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
PRI COMPANY
SERVICE ACCT 5701-9001, 2/18-3/17
706845701021920
100-1900-52230.77-00
PHONE / INTERNET - VILLAGE TIME
CENTER
WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VHALL
COMPANY
INTERNET ACCT 6501-4001,2/22-3/21
706976501022320
100-1900-52900.55-00
Cleaning and Pest Control GIBB
VH BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MONTHLY
CO INC
JANITORIAL SERVICE-MARCH 2020
15326
100-1900-52900.77-00
Cleaning and Pest Control BATZNER
VC
PEST, INC.
VILLAGE CENTER PEST CONTROL
2848375
100-1900-52900.77-00
Cleaning and Pest Control GIBB
VC BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MONTHLY
CO INC
JANITORIAL SERVICE-MARCH 2020
15326
100-1900-53100.55-00
Building Supplies - Village
GIBB
Hall
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
CO INC- FEB 2020
15334
100-1900-53100.55-00
Building Supplies - Village
SHOREWOOD
Hall
PRESS
ENVELOPES - WINDOW & WINDOWLESS (5000
28695
EA.)
100-1900-53100.77-00
Building Supplies - Village
GIBB
Center
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
CO INC- FEB 2020
15334

Due Date
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 1900 Other General Admin
Dept 2100 Police
100-2100-43550
100-2100-51355
100-2100-51900
100-2100-51900
100-2100-51900
100-2100-51900
100-2100-51900
100-2100-51900
100-2100-52200
100-2100-52210
100-2100-52230
100-2100-52900
100-2100-52900
100-2100-53100
100-2100-53100
100-2100-53120
100-2100-53200
100-2100-53500
100-2100-53500
100-2100-53500
100-2100-53500
100-2100-56130
100-2100-56130

Enforcement Grants
WI STATE PATROL DIV. HEADQUARTERS
REIMBURSEMENT
0303202
OTHER BENEFIT-POLICE
WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
Professional Education
JOSEPH SANTIAGO
REIMB-SANTIAGO WCTC INSERVICE MILEAGE
SANTIAGO22720
Professional Education
MILW AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
GOVANI EVOC INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
59693
MEALS
SIMANDL, KARL
SIMANDL REIM-ACTIVE THREAT CONF
SIMANDL2222020
MILEAGE
SIMANDL, KARL
SIMANDL REIM-ACTIVE THREAT CONF
SIMANDL2222020
Professional Education
WAUKESHA CNTY TECHNICALKERR
COLLEGE
& LENDA TRAINING AT WCTC
S0711299
Professional Education
WI TRAFFIC SAFETY OFCR WTSOA
ASSN CONFERENCE FOR GARDNER
GARDNERWTSOA2020
WILSON DRIVE
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
02122020
WILSON GAS
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
02122020
Phone and Internet
TIME WARNER
VOICE & DATA CHARGES FOR 2/18/20-3/17/20
706760302021920
Cleaning and Pest Control CINTAS CORP
MAT REPLACEMENT SERVICE
4043922165
Cleaning and Pest Control GIBB BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MONTHLY
CO INC
JANITORIAL SERVICE-MARCH 2020
15326
Office Supplies
GIBB BUILDING MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
CO INC- FEB 2020
15334
Office Supplies
SHOREWOOD PRESS
GENERIC BUSINESS CARDS
28645
Copy & Print Costs
JAMES IMAGING SYSTEMS INC
STANDARD MONTHLY COPY USAGE
26515686
Memberships & Subscriptions
MILW CNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT
CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
NIMMER 2020 MCLEEA DUES
2020-018
Dept/Program Supplies
ACCURATE RECHARGE & FIRE
ANNUAL
SUPPRESSON
NFPA FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE
63202
Dept/Program Supplies
INTOXIMETERS
HANDHELD FIELD SOBRIETY TEST
651569
Dept/Program Supplies
SHRED-IT USA LLC
8 WEEK SHREDDING SERVICE
8129272198
Dept/Program Supplies
SIMANDL, KARL
SIMANDL TASER TRAINING EQUIPMENT REIMB.
SIMANDL2202020
Officer Equipment / repairs
AXON ENTERPRISE, INC. TASER 7 LIVE CARTRIDGES
SI-1643978
Officer Equipment / repairs
AXON ENTERPRISE, INC. TASER 7 LIVE CARTRIDGES
SI-1643990

Amount
Check #
4,672.00
926.00
1,681.50
2,083.33
969.36
933.43
806.27
402.68
8.85
202.84
204.50
50.71
40.90
1,142.08
19.75
527.72
147.25
725.00
135.27

34261
34261
34371
34343
2379
2380
2379
2380
34366
34367
34368
34367
34368
34281
34241
34281
34281
34354
34281

16,033.19
03/04/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 2100 Police
Dept 2400 Planning and Development
100-2400-44310
Building Permits
100-2400-51120
PLAN REVIEWS 3534 N LAKE
100-2400-52230
Phone and Internet
100-2400-52930
Credit Card Fees

3/11

COMMUNITY ROOFING AND RESTORATION
PERMIT REIMBURSEMENT - NO OBSTRUCTION
19-2070
03/04/20
STRAND ASSOCIATES INC ENGINEERING 01 01 20 TO 01 31 20 0157377
03/04/20
AT&T
WIRELESS CHARGES
287244812582X022520
03/04/20
POINT N PAY
CREDIT CARD FEES-JAN 2020
5823-2020-1-V.1 02/28/20

4,000.00
2,255.08
79.69
450.36
63.70
112.13
127.20
200.00
1,965.37
1,447.74
1,202.38
58.18
1,148.73
96.96
45.00
290.40
135.00
152.64
485.00
45.68
47.73
380.00
380.00

34382
2383
34307
34331
34356
34356
34376
34383
2379
2379
34365
34254
34281
34281
34354
34299
34333
34231
34297
34355
34356
34240
34240

15,168.97
125.00
310.00
52.27
209.23

34256
34360
34239
2374

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc

Fund 100 General Fund
Dept 2400 Planning and Development
Dept 2900 Other Public Safety
100-2900-51355
OTHER BENEFITS-FIRE
100-2900-52330
Health Department
100-2900-52990
Crossing Guards
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

Due Date

Total For Dept 2400 Planning and Development
WI DEPT OF EMPLOYEE TRUST
MONTHLY
FUNDSRETIREMENT PREMIUMS - JAN 2020
0048872
BROWN DEER, VILLAGE OF CONTRIBUTION HEALTH DEPT.
20-0000862
ALL CITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
CROSSINGINC.
GUARD SERVICE FOR 2/2/20-2/15/20
66912

HABANEK, BEN
UNIFORM REIMBURSEMENT
02 24 20
AT&T
LIBRARY & DPW ALARM LINES FEB 2020 FEB 2020
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
PRI COMPANY
SERVICE ACCT 5701-9001, 2/18-3/17
706845701021920
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VHALL
COMPANY
INTERNET ACCT 6501-4001,2/22-3/21
706976501022320
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
DPW COMPANY
PTP CIRCUT 6601-2001 2/22-3/21 706976601022320
US CELLULAR
CELLULAR SERVICE
0357424147
MILW TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT
PURCHASE
INC
OF SNOW BUCKET ATTACHMENT 392758

02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

ACCURATE RECHARGE & FIRE
ANNUAL
SUPPRESSON
CODE COMPLIANCE DPW
ACCURATE RECHARGE & FIRE
ANNUAL
SUPPRESSON
INSPECTION FIRE EXTINGUISHER
ACCURATE RECHARGE & FIRE
ANNUAL
SUPPRESSON
COMPLIANCE FIRE EXTINGUISHER
BATZNER PEST, INC.
EXTERMINATING V. HALL
GRAINGER W W INC
LED LAMPS FOR V. CENTER
GRAINGER W W INC
CABLE TESTER AND PROBE KIT
GRAINGER W W INC
HVAC PARTS FOR VILLAGE CENTER
GRAINGER W W INC
BATTERIES FOR BLDG MAINT
J.M. BRENNAN, INC.
REPAIRS TO LIBRARY HVAC
Total For Dept 3230 Bldg Maint -

Dept 3300 Municipal Garage
100-3300-52200
DPW GARGAGE
100-3300-52210
DPW GAS
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance
100-3300-53400
Vehicle Maintenance

WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
WHEEL WEIGHTS FOR MECHANICS
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
STOCK FOR MECHANICS
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
PARTS FOR SQ 2
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
PARTS FOR #95 SKID STEER
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
PARTS FOR 25 & 26 EQUINOX
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
PARTS FOR REFUSE TRUCK #73
ALSCO
TOWELS FOR MECHANICS SHOP
CERTIFIED PRODUCTS INC LUBE FOR MECHANICS
DASH MEDICAL GLOVES INCGLOVES FOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
ELLIOTT AUTO SUPPLY CO,STOCK
INC. FOR MECHANICS
ELLIOTT AUTO SUPPLY CO,STOCK
INC. FOR MECHANICS
ELLIOTT AUTO SUPPLY CO,STOCK
INC. FOR MECHANICS
HARTLAND LUBRICANTS ANDOIL,
CHEMICALS
FLUID FOR MECHANICS GARAGE
INTERSTATE BATTERY
BATTERIES FOR MECHANICS STOCK
JOHN PAUL'S GMC
PARTS FOR SQ 6
KAESTNER AUTO ELECTRIC PARTS
INC FOR #72 REFUSE TRUCK
LAKESIDE INTERNATIONAL PARTS
TRUCK FOR #58 DUMP TRUCK
MILW TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT
PARTS
INC FOR #95 SKID LOADER
MILW TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT
PARTS
INC FOR #94 SKID
MOTION & CONTROL ENTERPRISES,
CRIMP HOSE
LLC ASSY FOR MECHANICS
WASTEBUILT ENVIRONMENTAL
PARTS
SOLUTIONS
FOR #74 REFUSE TRUCK

63215
63160
V. HALL
63159
LIBRARY
2849297
9447581225
9447581233
9439031205
9438507106
SALES000115957

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

2383
34248
34234

400.00
113.35
126.77
122.70
489.60
156.46
1,500.00

34287
34238
34367
34368
34369
34370
34335

2,908.88
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Public Works
02122020
02122020
2514-666755
2514-667505
2514-667036
2514-667225
2514-666231
2514-667005
IMIL1539002
3858300
INV1184391
50-2725697
45-604336
1-6259957
SI186894
110161830
623441
336795
1303393P
392787
392831
Y34921-001
3434697

503.09
32,260.00
5,275.60
38,038.69

Total For Dept 3100 Public Works Admin.
Dept 3230 Bldg Maint - Public Works
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
100-3230-53500
Dept/Program Supplies

Amount
Check #
696.50

Total For Dept 2900 Other Public Safety
Dept 3100 Public Works Admin.
100-3100-51330
Uniform Expense
100-3100-52230
DPW 24 HOUR MONITORING
100-3100-52230
PHONE
100-3100-52230
Phone and Internet
100-3100-52230
Phone and Internet
100-3100-52230
Phone and Internet
100-3100-56130
Small Equipment/Furniture

4/11

820.76
277.86
334.94
48.00
43.92
120.34
622.20
4.24
2,840.00

34231
34231
34231
34241
34284
34284
34284
34284
34298

5,112.26
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

273.32
1,421.92
29.72
75.58
217.52
135.89
18.74
16.65
30.14
337.01
35.95
55.80
3.70
14.10
525.10
239.90
5.33
129.00
180.32
243.10
308.00
182.10
104.56

2379
2379
34233
34233
34233
34233
34233
34233
34235
34253
34264
34272
34272
34272
34290
34296
34301
34308
34317
34335
34335
34336
34374

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc

Fund 100 General Fund
Dept 3300 Municipal Garage
100-3300-53410
Fuel and Oil
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

HERBST OIL INC

UNLEADED FUEL

74790

Due Date
03/04/20

Total For Dept 3300 Municipal Garage
Dept 3430 Street Lights
100-3430-52200.01-00
Electric - Street Lighting WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
100-3430-52200.01-00
ALLEY LIGHTING
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
100-3430-52200.02-00
Electric - Traffic Devices WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
100-3430-52200.02-00
FLASHERS
WE ENERGIES - CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC USAGE 1/7-2/5
100-3430-53500
Supplies - Street Lighting DIGGERS HOTLINE INC
DIGGERS TICKETS JANUARY

02122020
02122020
02122020
02122020
200 1 55101

HERBST OIL INC
DIESEL FUEL + WINTER ADDITIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT RECYCLE
RECYCLING AT DPW

02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20

WE
WE
WE
WE
WE

ENERGIES
ENERGIES
ENERGIES
ENERGIES
ENERGIES

-

CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC
CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC
CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC
CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC
CONSOLIDATED
GAS/ELECTRIC

USAGE
USAGE
USAGE
USAGE
USAGE

1/7-2/5
1/7-2/5
1/7-2/5
1/7-2/5
1/7-2/5

74348
M185487

03/04/20
03/04/20

02122020
02122020
02122020
02122020
02122020

02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20

WI DEPT OF REVENUE - SALES
SALESTAX
AND STADIUM TAX -JAN 2020

JAN 2020

02/28/20

03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 5110 Library
MIDWEST TAPE

KIDS DVDS

540.95
61.91

34293
34373

223.31
141.15
27.78
365.02
17.33

2379
2379
2379
2379
2379

35.89

2384

35.89

Library Fines
JOSEPH KAMINSKY
LOST ITEM RETURNED REFUND
730122
Professional Education
DEERFIELD PUBLIC LIBRARY
EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION TRAINING
02132020
ELECTRIC EXPENSE
WE ENERGIES - LIBRARY LIBRARY ELECTRIC USAGE 1/8-2/6
JAN 2020
GAS AND HEAT EXPENSE
WE ENERGIES - LIBRARY LIBRARY GAS USAGE 1/6-2/4
02052020
LIBRARY 24 HOUR MONITORING AT&T
LIBRARY & DPW ALARM LINES FEB 2020 FEB 2020
LIBRARY 24 HOUR MONITORING AT&T
LIBRARY & DPW ALARM LINES FEB 2020 FEB 2020
PHONE
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
PRI COMPANY
SERVICE ACCT 5701-9001, 2/18-3/17
706845701021920
Cleaning and Pest Control BATZNER PEST, INC.
VILLAGE CENTER PEST CONTROL
2848375
Cleaning and Pest Control CLOTHES CLINIC, INC. LOBBY MAT SERVICE FEB 10
518728
Cleaning and Pest Control GIBB BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MONTHLY
CO INC
JANITORIAL SERVICE-MARCH 2020
15326
Cleaning and Pest Control GIBB BUILDING MAINTENANCE
MONTHLY
CO INC
JANITORIAL SERVICE-MARCH 2020
15326
Other Service Contracts & Fees
GREATAMERICA FINANCIAL SHARP
SVCS COPIERS LEASE
26532125
Other Service Contracts & Fees
OFFICE COPYING EQUIPMENT
HP LTD
PRINTER MANAGEMENT
AR108230
Other Service Contracts & Fees
OFFICE COPYING EQUIPMENT
SHARP
LTD PRINTERS MANAGEMENT
AR108229
Office Supplies
QUILL CORPORATION
CONST. PAPER, STAPLER, COPY PAPER STAPLES
4859229
Building supplies
GIBB BUILDING MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
CO INC- FEB 2020
15334

Dept 5112 Childrens Materials
200-5112-53740
DVD's

2379
2379
2379
2379
34267

344,910.95

Total For Dept 0000
Dept 5110 Library
200-5110-46710
200-5110-51900
200-5110-52200
200-5110-52210
200-5110-52230
200-5110-52230
200-5110-52230
200-5110-52900
200-5110-52900
200-5110-52900
200-5110-52900
200-5110-52990
200-5110-52990
200-5110-52990
200-5110-53100
200-5110-53101

7,429.35
1,171.94
1,306.88
6.00
25.87

774.59

Total For Fund 100 General Fund

Sales Tax Due State

34293

602.86

Total For Dept 3620 Parks and Beautification

Fund 200 Library
Dept 0000
200-0000-24213

551.01

9,940.04

Total For Dept 3510 Refuse Disposal
Dept 3620 Parks and Beautification
100-3620-52200
GHOST TRAIN
100-3620-52200
HUBBARD PARK
100-3620-52200
HUMBOLDT PARK
100-3620-52200
ATWATER BEACH
100-3620-52210
RIVER CLUB GAS

Amount
Check #

5,134.46

Total For Dept 3430 Street Lights
Dept 3510 Refuse Disposal
100-3510-51100
Salaries and Wages
100-3510-53510
Supplies - Recycling

5/11

26.00
221.80
2,800.28
1,208.04
130.59
75.19
126.78
59.25
40.80
280.00
1,583.15
224.63
215.35
107.52
51.44
405.81

34306
34265
2380
2380
34238
34238
34367
34241
34255
34281
34281
34285
34338
34338
34342
34281

7,556.63
98630207

Total For Dept 5112 Childrens Materials

03/04/20

44.98
44.98

34328

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

Due Date

6/11

Amount
Check #

Fund 200 Library
Total For Fund 200 Library
Fund 210 Senior Services
Dept 4650 SRC Benjamin Services
210-4650-52100
Professional Fees
210-4650-52100
Professional Fees
210-4650-52100
Professional Fees
210-4650-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
210-4650-54000
SRC Programming
210-4650-54000
SRC Programming

Fund 230 Shorewood Today
Dept 1910 Shorewood Today
230-1910-52100
Professional Fees
230-1910-53120
PROOF COPIES
230-1910-53120
ISTOCK IMAGES
230-1910-53130
Postage/Mailings

Fund 300 Debt Service Fund
Dept 8000 Debt Service
300-8000-58100
Principal
300-8000-58200
Interest
300-8000-58200
Interest
300-8000-58900
Other Finance Charges

Fund 400 General Capital Projects
Dept 1100 Board
400-1100-56360
Village Wide Initiatives
400-1100-56360
Village Wide Initiatives

CARMEL MIRIAM SWEET
DIETITIAN
MILEWSKI, SHERROD
QIGONG
WATTS, MEREDITH W. JR. YOGA CLASSES
SUE PIERAGOSTINI
CENTERPIECES
MILW BREWERS BASEBALL CLU
BREWER TICKETS
SCHROEDER-STRONG, KELLYDANCE FITNESS

BOEHM, MICHELLE
BOEHM, MICHELLE
BOEHM, MICHELLE
GLENNCO, INC

JP MORGAN CHASE
JP MORGAN CHASE
WESTBURY BANK
EHLERS & ASSOC., INC.

7,637.50

FEB2020
FEB2020
FEB2020
021820
910364-2020
FEB2020

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 4650 SRC Benjamin Services

673.50

Total For Fund 210 Senior Services

673.50

SHWTDY
SHWTDY
SHWTDY
SHWTDY

SPRING
SPRING
SPRING
SPRING

2020
2020
2020
2020

SPRING 2020
SPRING 2020
SPRING 2020
1910

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

13,639.06

Total For Fund 230 Shorewood Today

13,639.06

PRINCIPAL PAYMENT GO BONDS 8/25/11
PURPOSE BONDS-2011A
INTEREST PAYMENT 8/22/17 GO NOTES
PAYING AGENT FEE

02272020
02272020B
02272020
54979

02/28/20
02/28/20
02/28/20
03/04/20

400,935.38

Total For Fund 300 Debt Service Fund

400,935.38

RAFTELIS
PUBLIC WORKS ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS14259
WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS/ENGINEER
TRAFFIC STUDY FINAL PAYMENT
31850000006

03/04/20
03/04/20

STRAND ASSOCIATES INC 2020 STREET RECON 01 01 20 TO 01 31
0157376
20
STRAND ASSOCIATES INC ENGINEERING 01 01 20 TO 01 31 20 0157377

WI DEPT OF REVENUE - SALES
SALESTAX
AND STADIUM TAX -JAN 2020

11,400.00
4,474.50

34251
34330
34375
34362
34332
34350

34244
34244
34244
34282

2370
2370
2381
34271

34344
34372

15,874.50
03/04/20
03/04/20

JAN 2020

8,538.15
320.00

34360
34360

8,858.15

Total For Fund 400 General Capital Projects

Fund 610 Water Utility

350,000.00
41,571.88
8,963.50
400.00

Total For Dept 8000 Debt Service

Total For Dept 3410 Street and Alley

Fund 600 Parking Utility
Dept 0000
600-0000-24213
Sales Tax Due State

13,075.00
98.21
36.96
428.89

Total For Dept 1910 Shorewood Today

Total For Dept 1100 Board
Dept 3410 Street and Alley
400-3410-56320.20-01
2020 Local Road program
400-3410-56320.20-02
2020 SE Mill & Overlay

50.00
200.00
270.00
29.50
19.00
105.00

24,732.65

02/28/20

848.04

Total For Dept 0000

848.04

Total For Fund 600 Parking Utility

848.04

2384

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc

Fund 610 Water Utility
Dept 0000
610-0000-28100
General Obligation Debt
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

JP MORGAN CHASE

PRINCIPAL PAYMENT GO BONDS 8/25/11

02272020

Due Date
02/28/20

Total For Dept 0000
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20
03/04/20

Total For Dept 3710 Water Administration
LANNON STONE PRODUCTS INC
#2 STONE FOR FILL

DIGGERS HOTLINE INC
DIGGERS TICKETS JANUARY
HEIDER AND BOTT CO INC BRASS BUSHINGS FOR SERVICE REPAIRS
HEIDER AND BOTT CO INC PARTS FOR SERVICE REPAIRS

1241782

03/04/20

CORE & MAIN LP
CORE & MAIN LP

SEAL GASKET FOR METERS
USB CONNECTION METERS

200 1 55101
844125-000
844103-000

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

DASH MEDICAL GLOVES INCGLOVES FOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

L910462
L946480

03/04/20
03/04/20

GLENNCO, INC

FEB 2020 UTILITY BILL MAILING

INV1184391

03/04/20

1908

03/04/20

Fund 620 Sewer Utility
Dept 0000
620-0000-28100
General Obligation Debt

JP MORGAN CHASE

UTILITY BILL INSERT FOR METER REPLACEMENT
28669

JP MORGAN CHASE

PURPOSE BONDS-2011A

03/04/20

34267
34291
34291

135.00
310.00

34257
34257

35.95

34264

102.82

34282

850.00

34354

850.00
02272020B

02/28/20

6,850.00
6,850.00

Total For Fund 610 Water Utility

50,266.30

02272020

02/28/20

Total For Dept 0000
Dept 3810 Sewer Administration
620-3810-52230
Phone and Internet
620-3810-52230
Phone and Internet

25.87
14.96
342.83

Total For Dept 8000 Debt Service

PRINCIPAL PAYMENT GO BONDS 8/25/11

34318

102.82

Total For Dept 3790 Other Water
Dept 8000 Debt Service
610-8000-58200
Interest

53.35

35.95

Total For Dept 3780 Customer Accounts
Dept 3790 Other Water
610-3790-56600.20-04
2020 Meter replacement / AMI
SHOREWOOD PRESS

34316
34368
34369
34370
34352
2374
34236

445.00

Total For Dept 3770 Maint Misc Plan
Dept 3780 Customer Accounts
610-3780-53130
Postage/Mailings

60.02
20.45
61.20
39.75
857.97
124.13
382.00

383.66

Total For Dept 3750 Maint Meters
Dept 3770 Maint Misc Plan
610-3770-53400
Vehicle Maintenance

2370

53.35

Total For Dept 3740 Maint Services
Dept 3750 Maint Meters
610-3750-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
610-3750-53500
Dept/Program Supplies

40,000.00

1,545.52

Total For Dept 3730 Maint Mains
Dept 3740 Maint Services
610-3740-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
610-3740-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
610-3740-53500
Dept/Program Supplies

Amount
Check #

40,000.00

Dept 3710 Water Administration
610-3710-51330
Uniform Expense
KUNZE, DAVID
UNIFORM REIMBURSEMENT
02 27 20
610-3710-52230
Phone and Internet
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VHALL
COMPANY
INTERNET ACCT 6501-4001,2/22-3/21
706976501022320
610-3710-52230
Phone and Internet
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
DPW COMPANY
PTP CIRCUT 6601-2001 2/22-3/21 706976601022320
610-3710-52230
Phone and Internet
US CELLULAR
CELLULAR SERVICE
0357424147
610-3710-52910
Software Purch/Maint
SENSUS TECHNOLOGIES
COVERAGE RENEWAL 4 30 20 TO 4 29 21 ZA20202699
610-3710-52930
CREDIT CARD EXPENSE
POINT N PAY
CREDIT CARD FEES-JAN 2020
5823-2020-1-V.1
610-3710-53200
Memberships & Subscriptions
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL WATER WORKS MEMBERSHIP
7001765039
Dept 3730 Maint Mains
610-3730-53500
Dept/Program Supplies

7/11

TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
VHALL
COMPANY
INTERNET ACCT 6501-4001,2/22-3/21
706976501022320
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT
DPW COMPANY
PTP CIRCUT 6601-2001 2/22-3/21 706976601022320

110,000.00

2370

2370

110,000.00
03/04/20
03/04/20

20.45
61.20

34368
34369

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc

Fund 620 Sewer Utility
Dept 3810 Sewer Administration
620-3810-52230
Phone and Internet
620-3810-52320
MMSD Sewer
620-3810-52320
MMSD Sewer
620-3810-52910
Software Purch/Maint
620-3810-52930
CREDIT CARD EXPENSE

Page:

INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

Invoice

US CELLULAR
CELLULAR SERVICE
MILW METRO SEWERAGE DIST
USAGE CHARGE 12/1/2019-12/31/2019
MILW METRO SEWERAGE DIST
USAGE CHARGE 01/01/2020-02/29/2020
SENSUS TECHNOLOGIES
COVERAGE RENEWAL 4 30 20 TO 4 29 21
POINT N PAY
CREDIT CARD FEES-JAN 2020

0357424147
367-19
021-20
ZA20202699
5823-2020-1-V.1

Due Date
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20
02/28/20

Total For Dept 3810 Sewer Administration
Dept 3820 Sewer Maintenance
620-3820-53500
Dept/Program Supplies
620-3820-53500
Dept/Program Supplies

DIGGERS HOTLINE INC
DIGGERS TICKETS JANUARY
HEIDER AND BOTT CO INC COLLAPSIBLE BUCKET SEWER DEPT

200 1 55101
844335-000

GLENNCO, INC

FEB 2020 UTILITY BILL MAILING

1908

03/04/20
03/04/20

01 01 20 TO
01 01 20 TO
01 01 20 TO

01 31 20
01 31 20
01 31 20

0157377
0157377
0157377

03/04/20

JP MORGAN CHASE

PURPOSE BONDS-2011A

25.87
64.00

102.82

03/04/20
03/04/20
03/04/20

2,012.50
1,622.50
1,720.00

34267
34291

34282

34360
34360
34360

5,355.00
02272020B

02/28/20

15,484.38

Total For Dept 8000 Debt Service

15,484.38

Total For Fund 620 Sewer Utility

327,506.69

Fund 800 Tax Agency Fund
Dept 0000
800-0000-21200
Over Payments
FORTIER, REUBEN
2019 TAX OVERPAYMENT REFUND
800-0000-23300
Other Passthrough Activity PAUL DAVIS RESTORATION 2010
OF SEE.WIJARVIS
INC STREET
800-0000-24300
Due to Milwaukee County
MILW CNTY TREASURER
TAX SETTLEMENT
800-0000-24510
Due to MATC
MILW AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
TAX SETTLEMENT
800-0000-24520
Due to MMSD
MILW METRO SEWERAGE DIST
TAX SETTLEMENT
800-0000-24600
Due to Shorewood School
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF SHOREWOOD
TAX SETTLEMENT
800-0000-24610
Due to Whitefish Bay School
WHITEFISH BAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TAX SETTLEMENT

34370
34334
34334
34352
2374

102.82

Total For Dept 3890 Other Sewer
Dept 8000 Debt Service
620-8000-58200
Interest

48.49
63,596.87
131,765.51
857.98
124.12

89.87

Total For Dept 3880 Customer Accounts
Dept 3890 Other Sewer
620-3890-56600.20-06
2020 Sewer Lining
STRAND ASSOCIATES INC ENGINEERING
620-3890-56600.20-07
2020 Manhole Rehab
STRAND ASSOCIATES INC ENGINEERING
620-3890-56600.20-08
Bluff Manhole - Lake Drive STRAND ASSOCIATES INC ENGINEERING

Amount
Check #

196,474.62

Total For Dept 3820 Sewer Maintenance
Dept 3880 Customer Accounts
620-3880-53130
Postage/Mailings

8/11

236-0387-000-201903/04/20
18731
03/04/20
FEB 2020
02/28/20
FEB 2020
02/28/20
FEB 2020
02/28/20
FEB 2020
02/28/20
FEB 2020
02/28/20

116.60
1,000.03
1,829,836.15
452,412.36
629,265.53
5,377,147.90
1,566.65

Total For Dept 0000

8,291,345.22

Total For Fund 800 Tax Agency Fund

8,291,345.22

2370

34275
34340
2372
2371
2373
2375
2382

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.
Fund Totals:

Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund

100
200
210
230
300
400
600
610
620
800

Invoice

General Fund
Library
Senior Services
Shorewood Today
Debt Service Fund
General Capital Projects
Parking Utility
Water Utility
Sewer Utility
Tax Agency Fund

Total For All Funds:

--- TOTALS BY GL DISTRIBUTION --100-0000-15210
100-0000-15220
100-0000-21150
100-0000-21520
100-0000-21530
100-0000-21531
100-0000-21550
100-0000-21580
100-0000-21590
100-0000-24213
100-1200-52120
100-1410-53100
100-1420-51120
100-1420-51900
100-1420-52930
100-1420-53100
100-1510-48900
100-1900-51325
100-1900-52120
100-1900-52190
100-1900-52200.55-00
100-1900-52200.77-00
100-1900-52210.55-00
100-1900-52210.77-00
100-1900-52230.55-00
100-1900-52230.77-00
100-1900-52900.55-00
100-1900-52900.77-00
100-1900-53100.55-00
100-1900-53100.77-00
100-2100-43550
100-2100-51355
100-2100-51900
100-2100-52200
100-2100-52210
100-2100-52230
100-2100-52900
100-2100-53100
100-2100-53120
100-2100-53200
100-2100-53500
100-2100-56130
100-2400-44310
100-2400-51120

Prepaid Postage
Prepaid Postage - Hassler (meter)
Other Accrued Payables
GENERAL CLASS
Health Insurance Payable
DENTAL VILLAGE PORTION
Union Dues Payable
Garnishments Payable
Disability Insurance Payable
Sales Tax Due State
Professional Fees - Court Legal
Office Supplies
Poll Worker Stipends
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION- MILEAGE,LUNCH
Credit Card Fees
Office Supplies
Miscellaneous Revenue
``
Professional Fees Legal
Professional Fees - Insurance
Electric - Village Hall
Electric - Village Center
Gas - Village Hall
Gas - Village Center
Phone / Internet - Village Hall
PHONE / INTERNET - VILLAGE CENTER
Cleaning and Pest Control - VH
Cleaning and Pest Control - VC
Building Supplies - Village Hall
Building Supplies - Village Center
Enforcement Grants
OTHER BENEFIT-POLICE
Professional Education
WILSON DRIVE
WILSON GAS
Phone and Internet
Cleaning and Pest Control
Office Supplies
Copy & Print Costs
Memberships & Subscriptions
Dept/Program Supplies
Officer Equipment / repairs
Building Permits
PLAN REVIEWS 3534 N LAKE

Due Date

9/11

Amount
Check #
344,910.95
7,637.50
673.50
13,639.06
400,935.38
24,732.65
848.04
50,266.30
327,506.69
8,291,345.22
9,462,495.29
5,000.00
1,500.00
192.00
91,845.71
135,540.24
5,833.91
31.43
2,441.75
381.77
403.84
1,833.40
8.32
5,510.48
81.50
395.39
278.25
(777.48)
353.75
7,279.50
2,083.33
969.36
933.43
806.27
402.68
416.19
91.61
1,142.08
547.47
872.25
135.27
4,000.00
2,255.08
1,033.08
1,965.37
1,447.74
1,202.38
1,206.91
141.96
290.40
135.00
731.05
760.00
125.00
310.00

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

100-2400-52230
100-2400-52930
100-2900-51355
100-2900-52330
100-2900-52990
100-3100-51330
100-3100-52230
100-3100-56130
100-3230-53500
100-3300-52200
100-3300-52210
100-3300-53400
100-3300-53410
100-3430-52200.01-00
100-3430-52200.02-00
100-3430-53500
100-3510-51100
100-3510-53510
100-3620-52200
100-3620-52210
200-0000-24213
200-5110-46710
200-5110-51900
200-5110-52200
200-5110-52210
200-5110-52230
200-5110-52900
200-5110-52990
200-5110-53100
200-5110-53101
200-5112-53740
210-4650-52100
210-4650-53500
210-4650-54000
230-1910-52100
230-1910-53120
230-1910-53130
300-8000-58100
300-8000-58200
300-8000-58900
400-1100-56360
400-3410-56320.20-01
400-3410-56320.20-02
600-0000-24213
610-0000-28100
610-3710-51330
610-3710-52230
610-3710-52910
610-3710-52930
610-3710-53200
610-3730-53500
610-3740-53500
610-3750-53500
610-3770-53400
610-3780-53130
610-3790-56600.20-04
610-8000-58200
620-0000-28100
620-3810-52230

Phone and Internet
Credit Card Fees
OTHER BENEFITS-FIRE
Health Department
Crossing Guards
Uniform Expense
DPW 24 HOUR MONITORING
Small Equipment/Furniture
Dept/Program Supplies
DPW GARGAGE
DPW GAS
Vehicle Maintenance
Fuel and Oil
Electric - Street Lighting
Electric - Traffic Devices
Supplies - Street Lighting
Salaries and Wages
Supplies - Recycling
GHOST TRAIN
RIVER CLUB GAS
Sales Tax Due State
Library Fines
Professional Education
ELECTRIC EXPENSE
GAS AND HEAT EXPENSE
LIBRARY 24 HOUR MONITORING
Cleaning and Pest Control
Other Service Contracts & Fees
Office Supplies
Building supplies
DVD's
Professional Fees
Dept/Program Supplies
SRC Programming
Professional Fees
PROOF COPIES
Postage/Mailings
Principal
Interest
Other Finance Charges
Village Wide Initiatives
2020 Local Road program
2020 SE Mill & Overlay
Sales Tax Due State
General Obligation Debt
Uniform Expense
Phone and Internet
Software Purch/Maint
CREDIT CARD EXPENSE
Memberships & Subscriptions
Dept/Program Supplies
Dept/Program Supplies
Dept/Program Supplies
Vehicle Maintenance
Postage/Mailings
2020 Meter replacement / AMI
Interest
General Obligation Debt
Phone and Internet

Invoice

Due Date

10/11

Amount
Check #
52.27
209.23
503.09
32,260.00
5,275.60
400.00
1,008.88
1,500.00
5,112.26
273.32
1,421.92
2,888.21
551.01
8,601.29
1,312.88
25.87
540.95
61.91
757.26
17.33
35.89
26.00
221.80
2,800.28
1,208.04
332.56
1,963.20
547.50
51.44
405.81
44.98
520.00
29.50
124.00
13,075.00
135.17
428.89
350,000.00
50,535.38
400.00
15,874.50
8,538.15
320.00
848.04
40,000.00
60.02
121.40
857.97
124.13
382.00
53.35
383.66
445.00
35.95
102.82
850.00
6,850.00
110,000.00
130.14

03/12/2020 09:32 AM
User: LPrentki
DB: Village Of Shorewood

GL Number

Inv. Line Desc
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INVOICE GL DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
INVOICE DUE DATES 02/28/2020 - 03/12/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
PAID

Vendor

Invoice Desc.

620-3810-52320
620-3810-52910
620-3810-52930
620-3820-53500
620-3880-53130
620-3890-56600.20-06
620-3890-56600.20-07
620-3890-56600.20-08
620-8000-58200
800-0000-21200
800-0000-23300
800-0000-24300
800-0000-24510
800-0000-24520
800-0000-24600
800-0000-24610

MMSD Sewer
Software Purch/Maint
CREDIT CARD EXPENSE
Dept/Program Supplies
Postage/Mailings
2020 Sewer Lining
2020 Manhole Rehab
Bluff Manhole - Lake Drive
Interest
Over Payments
Other Passthrough Activity
Due to Milwaukee County
Due to MATC
Due to MMSD
Due to Shorewood School
Due to Whitefish Bay School

Invoice

Due Date

11/11

Amount
Check #
195,362.38
857.98
124.12
89.87
102.82
2,012.50
1,622.50
1,720.00
15,484.38
116.60
1,000.03
1,829,836.15
452,412.36
629,265.53
5,377,147.90
1,566.65

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Application for Special Privilege for 2nd floor balconies over the public right of
way, and an ADA compliant accessibility ramp within the public right of way at 40014007 N. Downer Ave.
Date: March 12, 2020
Presenter: Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Department: Planning and Development
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may include

previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous agenda packets
(include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A should be entered in this
space.

Per Village Code 466-18, Special Privileges for obstructions over and within the public right-of-way may
be granted by the Village Board. The Village Board, subject to site review and confirmation of
insurance documentation, has granted permanent Special Privileges for fences, retaining walls,
landscaping, signs and the like at both commercial and residential properties. This application is for
the 2nd floor balconies previously approved by the Design Review Board, and a wheelchair accessibility
ramp for the new tenant space entrance of the mixed-use, multi-family building at 4001-4007 N.
Downer Ave., formerly the Hayek’s building.
Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points
highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.
The proposed balconies will be located on the East façade of the building located at 4001-4007 N.
Downer Ave. The three balconies which are each 8’ 2” wide, will project 4’ 6” from building over the
walkway. The projections will be installed with a minimum of 12’ of clearance from the sidewalk to the
bottom of the balconies. The proposed wheelchair accessibility ramp will be located on the east side of
the building, permitting access into the newly created tenant space entrance at 4005 N. Downer Ave.
The landing for the ramp will project 4’ 6” into the public right-of-way to comply with the ICC A117.12009 code, with the ramp projecting 3’ 4”, with a total length of 14’ 6” along the East side of the
building. This permits a minimum 6’ walkway between the landing and the nearest Village planter in
the public right-of-way.
Fiscal Note – Please include the budget impact for this agenda item.
A $100 application fee was taken in with this request. The revenue from this application has been
deposited in the Planning & Development Department’s Miscellaneous Revenue account (100-240048900).

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached communication
plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after Village Board
consideration.
_____ Yes

__ X __ No

Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for this

agenda item.

I move to approve the Application for Special Privilege for the 2nd floor balconies, and the wheelchair
accessibility ramp projecting over and within the public right of way at 4001-4007 N. Downer Ave.
Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item. Some
attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment following this
memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials, letters, service
proposals, etc.

1. Application for Special Privilege Approval – 4001-4007 N. Downer Ave.

Second Floor Renovation
Level 3 Alterations
Permit Set
owner:

FIRE RESISTANCE REQUIREMENTS

architect

330 Cedar Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035
ph 414-248-7769
contractor:

8440 W. National Avenue
West Allis, WI 53227
ph 262-751-7170

441 e erie street #4502 chicago, il 60611 262.302.9057

project location

BUILDING CODE INFORMATION

waterborne design LLC

Shorewood, WI 53211

waterborne.design.llc@gmail.com

mary houle richter

4001 North Downer Avenue

project location

waterborne design

LLC

sheet index:
Sheet T1
Building Code Information
Site Plan
Sheet A0
First Floor Demolition Plan
Second Floor Demolition Plan
Sheet A1
First Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Sheet A2
Exterior Elevations
Section At New Balconies
Sheet A3
Exterior Elevations
Sheet A4
Lighting Plan
Interior Elevations
Sheet S1
Structural Details
Rated Assemblies

project:

441 E Erie Street #4502
Chicago, IL 60611
ph 262-302-9057

Blackwatch '68 Properties
4001 North Downer Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Phase I - Second Floor Renovation

architect:

date: 31 January 2019
Permit Set

Title Sheet
Site Plan
Code Info
SURVEY

SITE MAP

T1

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

2
A1

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

32x80

2'-4"

Align

3'-3"
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Tiled Shower
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4'-6" x 8'-2"

Gas Range;
Provide Gas
Line Per
Mfr's
Requirements

72" Vanity

KITCHEN
10'-0" x 13'-0"

36x80

date: 31 January 2019
Permit Set

New Toilet

GENERAL NOTES
1. All Dimensions To Face Of Stud Unless Noted Otherwise.

DOOR & WALL LEGEND

5

3,957 GSF Footprint

441 e erie street #4502 chicago, il 60611 262.302.9057

Gas Range; Provide Gas Line
Per Mfr's Requirements

4'-2"

15
A4

waterborne.design.llc@gmail.com

36x80

13
A4

MASTER
BATH
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waterborne design LLC
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4'-3"
10
A4

2 Bedroom + Den/Office - 1 Bath
6"

architect
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1-Hour Fire Rated
Demising Wall

8'-1"

1'-3" 2'-6" 1'-3"

0

x8
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7'-6"

36x80

24x80

Align

CLOSET

1-Hour Fire Rated
Demising Wall/
Stair Enclosure

Blackwatch '68 Properties
4001 North Downer Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Phase I - Second Floor Renovation

0

1'-3"
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Equal

Exit Travel Distance = 96'-0"

Align
3'

Existing
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Above
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HALL
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project:
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8'
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1'-6" 1'
72" Vanity
1'-6"

Linen

11
A4

Equal

At Existing Door Opening: New 24" High Awning Window At Existing Door
Opening; Field Measure To Determine Width; Infill Below To Match Existing
4,021 GSF Footprint

5
Shelves
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1
A1

2'-3"

New 32" Shower
Over Tub; Tiled
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Align
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New Windows
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Window To
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9'-10" x 11'-4"

32

New Door &
Frame

24

Align

24

Frosted Glass In Water
Resistant Window

14
A4

1'-921 "

32x80 Pocket Door
32x80
32x80

5'-9"

(2)24x80

7
A4

1-Hour Fire Rated
Demising Wall

TV Wall

2 Bedroom + Den/Office - 2 Baths

3'-5"

Coats

DINING
8'-7" x 10'-0"

3'-1"

3'-1 "

Tall Cab

2'-5"

BALCONY
4'-6" x 8'-2"

42" High Wall

UNIT 2

8'-7"

Exit Travel Distance = 69'-0"

32x80

Exit To Ground

MASTER
BATH
7'-11" x 9'-8"

Frosted Glass
Fixed Window
Infill To Match Existing
Exterior Construction

Tall Cab

1
2

2'-4"

1-Hour Fire Rated
Stair Enclosure

DN

5 Shelves
Linen

11'-10"

Frosted Glass
Window

Stackable Washer/Dryer
Provide Water Line & Venting
Per Mfr's Requirements

9
A4

0
x8

5 Shelves

4'-1"

Align

UP

32x80

1'-3"
Tiled
Shower 1
2'-82"

24

(2)18x80

D E N /O F F I C E
7'-6" x
8'-10"

Infill To Match Existing
Exterior Construction

3'-10"

Tall Cab

W. I. C.
4'-0" x 5'-0"

Eq.

8
A4

MASTER
BEDROOM
9'-8" x 11'-6"

Eq.

LAUNDRY
5'-0" x
5'-6"

Frosted Glass
Window
Align

24x80

Stackable
Washer/Dryer;
Provide Water Line &
Venting Per Mfr's
Requirements

18"H
Bench

1-Hour Fire Rated
Demising Wall

1'

2
A4

LIGHT
SHAFT

CLOSET
32x80

OUTDOOR PATIO
8'-0" x 9'-6"
Clean Existing Concrete
Clean Skylight Above

Coats

KITCHEN
10'-2" x 12'-11"

Gas Range; Provide Gas Line
Per Mfr's Requirements

3'-5"

1.5" Diam Pipe
Railing Guard Rail;
Paint Black

Frosted Glass
Window

32x80

(2)18x80

3'-5"

Full View Custom Door;
Field Verify Size Prior
To Ordering

UNIT 1

3 Bedroom + Den/Office - 2 Bath

36x80
45-Min
Fire Rated

Align

6"

VACANT TENANT SPACE
No Work

MASTER
BEDROOM
10'-3" x 12'-0"

HALL

18"H
MASTER
5
Bench
BATH
A4
5'-6" x 8'-10"
2'-9" 15"
1'-9" 3'-1"
Tiled
42" Vanity
Shower

1'-4"1'-4"

Counter Over
Base Cabinet

Infill To Match Existing

36x80
45-Min Fire
Rated 4'

3
A4

45-Min Rated Fire
Door; Field Verify
Size Prior To
Ordering

1'

Tall Cab

Align
32x80

DEN
7'-9" x
9'-9"

STAIR

1'-4"1'-4"1'-3" 2'-4"

1'-7 "
(2)24x80

LAUNDRY
2'-10" x
9'-9"
4
A4

Exit Travel Distance = 70'-0"

1
2

LIVING
13'-9" x 17'-0"

2'-8"

32x80
Pocket Door

36x80 Pocket Door

Stackable Washer/Dryer; Provide Water
Line & Venting Per Mfr's Requirements

mary houle richter

1'-6"

x8

Linen

DN

1'

24
x8
0

5
Shelves

Exit To Ground

Raised Storage
Platform

B A T H 60" Vanity
7'-10"x
8'-6"

Tiled
Shower

BEDROOM 3
10'-6" x 12'-0"

TV Wall

1'-3" 2'-6" 1'-3"

5'-1"

6
A4

32

2'-1021 "

18"H
Bench
1'-3"

32x80

BEDROOM 2
8'-7" x 10'-6"

(2)18x80

New Door &
Frame

(2)18x80

4'-2"

Exit To Ground

32x80

DN

1-Hour Fire Rated
Stair Enclosure

7'-10"

2'

0

1-Hour Fire Rated
Stair Enclosure

2. 1-Hour Rated Wall Enclosure: 8" Gypsum Board, Each Side (or
Equivalent)Over Wall Stud.
3. Provide Blocking For Future Installation of Grab Bars At Toilets and Grab
Bars and Shower Seats At Shower Compartments Per ANSI.
4. All Hardwood Floors To Be Refinished.
5. All Interior Doors To Be 1-Panel, 80" Height; Painted Finish.
6. Provide Crown Moulding At All Kitchen, Dining, & Living Room Spaces.
7. Existing Wood Floors To Be Repaired, Infilled, & Stained & Sealed.

Existing Wall/Door

New Wall/Door

First Floor Plan
Second Floor
Plan

A1

New Doors At Existing
Window Opening

New Balcony
New Doors At Existing
Window Opening
Relocated Signage;
1'-9" x 12'-6"
Refinish Sides As
Required

UNIT 1
Relocated Window Assembly;
Reinstall At Unit 2

New Balcony

New Balcony
New Door At Existing
Window Opening

HAYEK

Light Fixture;
Typ.

441 e erie street #4502 chicago, il 60611 262.302.9057

UNIT 2

waterborne.design.llc@gmail.com

mary houle richter
UNIT 3

Handrail & Guardrail Systems:
All Handrail & Guardrail systems shall be able to resist a single concentrated
load of 200 pounds, applied in any direction at any point along the top, and
have attachment devices and supporting structure to transfer this loading to
appropriate structural elements.
Handrail assemblies shall be designed to resist a load of 50 plf applied in
any direction at the top and transfer this load through the supports to the
structure.

New Light
Fixture; Typ

4007

Guardrail Design: Open guards shall be provided with barriers to prevent
passage of a 4 inch sphere up to a height of 34 inches

Door Head
6'-8" AFF

architect

Metal Wrapped To Match Existing
Wall Mounted Hanging System
Metal Balcony Guardrail
Painted Black

3'-6"

1-21 " Concrete Topping Over

1-21 " Metal Roof Deck Over
3x3" Tube Steel Within
C-Channel Frame, Welded
All Exposed Metal To Be Painted Black

1
A2

New Frosted Glass Apartment
Entry Door & Address Numbers

EAST ELEVATION
1/4" = 1'-0"

New Frosted Glass Apartment
Entry Door & Address Numbers

Slant 41 " Per Foot To East For Drainage
1
8" 32"

121 "

2'-621 "

121 "

321 "

6'-8"

121 "

Balcony Deck Assembly

Second Floor
Existing

UNIT 3
Relocated Signage;
1'-9" x 10'-4"
Refinish Sides As Required

4'-6"
Top of Existing
Masonry Opening
Existing Storefront System

HAYEK

New Balcony

project:

4'-6"

Bottom of
Masonry Opening
First Floor
Existing

3
A2

WALL SECTION AT BALCONY
1/2" = 1'-0"

Blackwatch '68 Properties
4001 North Downer Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Phase I - Second Floor Renovation

5"

Top of Existing
Masonry Opening

New Light
Fixture; Typ

4003

waterborne design LLC

Top Of Wall
25'-0"

date: 31 January 2019
Permit Set

2
A2

S O U T H E L E V A T I O N (C A P I T O L D R I V E)
1/4" = 1'-0"

Exterior
Elevations
Section At New
Balconies

A2

Gypsum Board
Type "X"
3 21 " 25 GA Steel Stud;
24" O.C. Max
(5 21 " Steel Stud At Vertical Lift)
5
8"

Gypsum Board
Type "X"

1/4" MIN.

Steel Track;
Mechanically Fasten
24" O. C. Max

I-HOUR FIRE-RATED NON-LOADBEARING PARTITION
3" = 1'-0"

New/Existing 1x Wood Flooring;
No Nailers To Be Used To Maintain 1-Hour
Contiguous Fire Rating

architect

NOTE: All Joints To Receive Fire Rated
Caulk At Every Layer To Create A
Contiguous 1-Hour Fire Rating

Min. 1x6 T&G Lumber Subfloor
15
(Min. 32
Inch Thick) Installed
Perpendicular To Joists

Existing 2x10 Floor Joist
Existing Cross Bridging

waterborne design LLC

Flexible Sealant
(Optional)
UL Design U419

5
S1

441 e erie street #4502 chicago, il 60611 262.302.9057

5
8"

waterborne.design.llc@gmail.com

mary houle richter

Steel Track;
Mechanically Fasten To
Underside of Deck

5
8

" Type "X" Gypsum Board;
Install Long Dimension Perp To Joists

Blackwatch '68 Properties
4001 North Downer Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Phase I - Second Floor Renovation

1-Hour Fire Rated Horizontal Floor/Ceiling Assembly UL 501
1 " = 1'-0"

project:

6
S1

date: 31 January 2019
Permit Set

Structural
Details
Rated
Assemblies

S1

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Application for Special Privilege Approval for outdoor seating in the
sidewalk public right of way
Date: March 12, 2020
Presenter: Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Department: Planning & Development
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may

include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.

Per Village Code 466-18, Special Privileges for obstructions on the public right of way may be
granted by the Village Board. To further clarify that practice, the Village Board has also adopted
Policy 18 Outdoor Seating in the Public Right-of-Way. This policy was most recently updated on
December 17, 2018 and allows temporary outdoor seating from March 15 thru November 15,
subject to Village Board approval.
In late January, as part of its annual practice, the Planning & Development Department mailed
invitations and applications to commercial businesses who have received Special Privilege for
Outdoor Seating approvals in the past. Eleven applications were approved for outdoor seating
on February 17, 2020 and one subsequent request has been received since that time.
Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points

highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.

An application for Blue’s Egg at 4195 N. Oakland Ave has been submitted for consideration. The
application, seating plan and insurance documentation has been attached to this memo. Their plans
remain the same as approved in 2019, with six side tables aside four previously approved permanent
benches on Oakland Ave and six side tables aside the three temporary benches on E. Olive St. All
applicants are required to sign agreement to the General Conditions for Special Privilege Approval
stipulated on page 2 of the application, in addition to specific requirements associated with Outdoor
Seating stipulated within Exhibit 1 of the application.
No Special Privilege certificates will be issued by the Planning & Development Department until all
application materials and signatures are on file.

Fiscal Note – Please include the budget impact for this agenda item.
A $100 application fee is required with each submission. That revenue is currently deposited in
the Planning & Development Department’s Miscellaneous Revenue account (100-2400-48900).

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
_____ Yes

__ X __ No

Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

I move to approve the Application for Special Privilege Approval for outdoor seating in the

sidewalk public right of way at:
Blue’s Egg, 4195 N. Oakland Ave.

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Application for Special Privilege Approval for outdoor seating at Blue’s Egg, 4195 N. Oakland
Ave.

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Memorandum of Understanding for Crossing Guard Services with Shorewood School
District and Consider Agreement of Crossing Guard Services
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Peter A. Nimmer, Chief of Police
Department: Police Department
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may include previous

Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous agenda packets (include page
number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A should be entered in this space.

On February 11, 2020 members of the Village Board and the School Board met to discuss the Crossing Guards Services
for 2020 and beyond. At that meeting there was agreement to proceed with a three-year contract with the current
vendor. See Board Meeting Minutes.
Please also see the Memo presented at the February 11, 2020 Bi-Board Meeting.

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points highlighting the main
items and key issues to be discussed.
The Village of Shorewood Police Department received a 2-year contract from All City Management Services(ACMS). It
should be noted that the contract allows for all parties to agree to additional years including a 3rd year as indicated
under item 17 of the contract. ACMS indicated due to unknown market conditions in 3 years they were not able to
provide reliable prices for the third year.
The cost of the contract approved at the bi-board meeting was based upon the current 10 locations (one location has
two guards):
1. 2020-2021:
a. $90,740 yearly total
b. $23.98 per hour billed to the village
c. Estimated 3,784 hours of service
2. 2021-2022:
a. $95,811 yearly total
b. $25.32 per hour billed to the village
c. Estimated 3,784 hours of service
3. 2022-2023:
a. TBD

The Village Attorney has reviewed the attached contract and has approved the contract as presented.
The Village Attorney has reviewed the attached MOU with the school district and has approved it as
presented.
Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and businesses that
are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached communication plan how community
groups and businesses will be informed of action after Village Board consideration.
____ Yes
__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for this agenda item.
To approve the Memorandum of Understanding with Shorewood School District as presented.
To approve the 2 year Agreement for Crossing Guard Services with All City Management Services as presented.

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item. Some

attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment following this memorandum.
Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials, letters, service proposals, etc.

1. Memorandum of Understanding
2. Agreement for Crossing Guard Services

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BY AND BETWEEN THE VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
AND THE SHOREWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT
AS TO CROSSING GUARD SERVICES
This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is entered into by and between the Village of
Shorewood (“Village”), and the Shorewood School District (“District”) (collectively referred to
herein as the “Parties”), effective this 1st day of July, 2020.
WHEREAS, Village previously provided crossing guard services to the District via contract
through All City Management Services (ACMS); and
WHEREAS, the Parties agree crossing guard services are required to ensure the student safety
crossing Village streets during the academic year; and
WHEREAS, the Parties agree to jointly finance the provision of crossing guards for the 20202022 academic years; and
WHEREAS the Parties desire to enter into this MOU to establish a framework for the provision
of crossing guard services.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the terms set forth below, the Parties
agree as follows:
A.
Term. This MOU shall commence on September July1, 2020, and shall terminate on
June 30, 2022. This MOU shall be effective for the 2020-2022 school years, unless terminated
earlier as set forth herein. This Agreement may be extended upon the express approval of the
governing bodies of the Village and the District.
B.

Funding.
1. The Parties shall share in the costs of the crossing guard services, with each party
paying fifty percent (50%) of the costs. The cost is estimated to be approximately
$92,015.00, for the 2020-2021 academic year. However, the parties acknowledge and
understand that the final cost may be smaller or larger than that sum based upon many
different factors that affect crossing guard coverage during the course of the school
year. Costs shall include all locations currently staffed by crossing guards, as set forth
in Section C, below, including the Oakland and Shorewood location which is
currently funded in its entirety by the District.
2. District agrees to provide Village the approximate sum of $46,000.00 as
reimbursement to the Village. Said payment shall be made in monthly
installments/lump sum payment no later than the 1st of each month or on August 1,
2020. As noted in the preceding paragraph, this number is an estimate, and the parties
acknowledge and understand that the final cost may be smaller or larger than that sum

based upon many different factors that may affect coverage during the course of the
school year.
Crossing Guard Locations. Crossing guard services shall be provided at ten (10) locations, as
follows:
School Year: 2020-2022
Lake Bluff Blvd and Oakland Ave

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Lake Bluff Blvd and Newhall Ave

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Lake Bluff Blvd and Morris Blvd

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Capitol Dr and Morris Blvd

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Capitol Dr and Oakland Ave

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Capitol Dr and Murray Ave

2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.

Capitol Dr and Maryland Ave

4 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. (2 guards)

Maryland Ave and Shorewood Blvd 2 hours – 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m.
Kensington Blvd and Bartlett Ave

2 hours – 7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m. & 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m.

Oakland Ave and Shorewood Blvd

2 hours – 7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m. & 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m.

C.

Crossing Guards.
1. The Village of Shorewood has entered into a contract with third party service
provider All City Management Services, Inc., (hereinafter “ACMS” or “third party
contractor”) for crossing guard services for the 2020-2022 school year. The terms
and conditions of said Agreement are enumerated in the attached executed contract.
This third party service provider will be carry liability insurance as required in the
Agreement.
2. Number of Crossing Guards Required. A total of eleven (11) primary crossing
guards will be deployed at the locations described above each day that crossing guard
services are called for per the Attached Agreement with ACMS. The third party
contractor will be required to maintain a designated substitute list in the event a
primary crossing guard is temporarily unable to fulfill his/her responsibilities by
reason of illness, injury, or by personnel who fail to report for work.
3. Background Checks. The Village’s Agreement with third party contractor ACMS
requires that contractor to appropriately screen and conduct background checks on all
crossing guards it hires. See paragraph 3 of the Agreement for the parameters
surrounding background checks.
2

D.
Service Days. Per paragraph 8 of the attached Agreement between the Village and
ACMS, crossing guard services will be provided at the above referenced locations on all days in
which school is in session.
E.
Equipment. All equipment necessary to carry out crossing guard services will be
provided by third party contractor ACMS.
F.
Operation of the Crossing Guard Services. The Village shall be responsible for
evaluating the performance of third party contractor ACMS and ensuring that it is meeting the
express terms of the attached Agreement.
G.
Service Adjustments. District shall notify the Village in writing of any requests for
reductions or increases in services required, as determined jointly by consultation between the
Village and the District. Notice shall be provided to the Village within 30 days of the required
adjustment, and all costs associated with any jointly agreed adjustments shall be shared by the
Parties.
H.
Future Services. The Parties agree to reconvene discussion as to Crossing Guard
services beyond the Term of this Agreement. The provision of and financial costs associated
with providing Crossing Guard services beyond the 2020-2022 school years will be explored
jointly between representatives of the Village Board, Village Staff, School Board and School
Staff during the fall of 2022 school year.
I.
Relationship of the Parties. Nothing in this MOU shall be deemed or construed as
creating the relationship of principal and agent, partnership, joint venture, employee, employer,
or associate between the Village and the District. Neither party shall have the authority to act for
or on behalf of the other party to bind the other party without the express written approval of the
other party. Except as expressly provided herein, neither of the parties shall have the right to
exercise any control whatsoever over the activities or operations of the other party. Each party is
independent of the other and shall not hold themselves out to be the agent, employer, or partner
of the other. The only relationship is by virtue of this MOU and no fiduciary relationship is
created hereunder.
J.
Indemnity. If any third party alleges that either party to this MOU is liable in carrying out
their duties and responsibilities herein, the party alleged to be liable shall indemnify and hold
harmless the other party, to the extent that the alleged liability is based upon the indemnifying
party’s negligence.
K.
Insurance. Third party contractor ACMS will maintain liability insurance as required by
part 8 of the attached Agreement between the Village and ACMS.
L.

Termination. Neither party will terminate this Agreement without cause.

M.
Notices. Any formal notice, request, approval or other communication to be provided by
either Party shall be in writing and dispatched by personal delivery; first-class mail, registered or
3

certified mail, postage prepaid, return-receipt requested; electronic mail; or by facsimile, to the
addresses of Village and District set forth below.
If to the Village:
Village of Shorewood
Attn: Rebecca Ewald, Village Manager
3030 N. Murray Ave.
Shorewood, WI 53211
Ph: (414) 847-2700
rewald@villageofshorewood.org
If to the District:
Shorewood School District
Attn: Bryan Davis, Superintendent
1701 E. Capitol Dr.
Shorewood, WI 53211
Ph: (414) 963-6901
bdavis@shorewood.k12.wi.us
N.
Dispute Resolution. The Parties agree to cooperate in the resolution of all disputes
arising pursuant to this MOU. In the event that an amicable resolution is not reached, the Parties
shall, in good faith, attempt to mediate any dispute arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement with a mediator selected by and agreed upon by the Parties. In the event the Parties
are unable to reach a satisfactory resolution through mediation, a party may exercise all legal
options for recourse available to it.
O.
Non-Assignment. This MOU shall not be assigned without the written agreement of each
Party, which shall not be unreasonably withheld.
P.
Governing Law. This MOU shall be governed by and construed and interpreted in
accordance with the laws of the State of Wisconsin. Any claim, lawsuit, or proceeding filed in
relation to this Agreement shall be venued exclusively in the court of Milwaukee County,
Wisconsin, and each party waives any and all defenses related to forum non conveniens.
Q.
Amendment. This MOU may only be modified or amended after the date of this
Agreement by a written instrument executed by both Parties.
R.
Severability. If any article or part of this MOU is held to be invalid by operation of law
or by any tribunal of competent jurisdiction, or, if compliance with or enforcement of any part
should be restrained by any tribunal, the remainder of the MOU shall not be otherwise affected
thereby.
S.
Duty to Cooperate. The Parties acknowledge that their mutual cooperation is critical to
carrying out the terms of the provisions of this MOU. Accordingly, each Party agrees to
cooperate with the other in good faith to fulfill their respective duties hereunder

4

T.
Binding Effect. All of the terms and provisions of this MOU, whether so expressed or
not, shall be binding upon, inure to the benefit of, and be enforceable by the parties and their
respective legal representatives, successors, and permitted assigns.
U.
Entire Agreement. This MOU represents the entire agreement of the Parties and
supersedes all negotiations or previous agreements between the Parties, with respect to Crossing
Guard services.
V.
Authority. The signatories to this MOU represent and warrant that they have the
authority to make the agreements herein, and to sign for and to bind the institutions they purport
to represent.
W.

Authorization.

VILLAGE enters into this Agreement by authority of action taken by its Board of Trustees on
the 16th day of March, 2020.
DISTRICT enters into this Agreement by authority of action taken by its Board of Education on
the __ day of March, 2020.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have set their hand and seal as of the date first set
above. The undersigned acknowledge that they have carefully read the foregoing Agreement and
that they have signed the same freely and voluntarily.

Dated this ______ day of __________________________, 2020

_____________________________________________________
Rebecca Ewald, Manager, Village of Shorewood
Dated this ______ day of __________________________, 2020

____________________________________________________
Bryan Davis, Superintendent, School District of Shorewood
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AGREEMENT FOR CROSSING GUARD SERVICES
This AGREEMENT FOR CROSSING GUARD SERVICES (the “Agreement”) is dated March 16, 2020 and
is between the VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD (hereinafter called the "Village"), and ALL CITY
MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., a California corporation (hereinafter called the "Contractor").
WITNESSETH
The parties hereto have mutually covenanted and agreed as follows:
1.

This Agreement is for a term which commences on or about July 1, 2020 and ends on June 30, 2022
and for such term thereafter as the parties may agree upon.

2.

The Contractor will provide eleven (11) personnel for the Village of Shorewood, on each date in
which school is in session as enumerated below, during the morning and afternoon session as
designated below, who are equipped and trained in appropriate procedures for crossing pedestrians in
marked crosswalks. Such personnel shall be herein referred to as a “Crossing Guard”. Contractor
will perform criminal background checks, fingerprinting and E-Verify on prospective personnel in
accordance with criminal background investigation requirements as specified per state. The
Contractor is an independent contractor and the Crossing Guards to be furnished by it shall at all
times be its employees and not those of the Village.

3.

The Village’s representative in dealing with the Contractor shall be Debbie Noel Govani and may be
changed by notice to the Contractor.

4.

The Village shall determine the locations where Crossing Guards shall be furnished by the
Contractor. The Contractor shall provide at each designated location personnel properly trained as
herein specified for the performance of duties as a Crossing Guard. The Contractor shall provide
supervisory personnel to see that Crossing Guard activities are taking place at the required places and
times, and in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lake Bluff Blvd. & Oakland Ave.
Lake Bluff Blvd. & Newhall Ave.
Lake Bluff Blvd. & Morris Blvd.
Capitol Dr. & Morris Blvd.
Capitol Dr. & Oakland Ave.
Capitol Dr. & Murray Ave.
Capitol Dr. & Maryland
Maryland Ave. & Shorewood Blvd.
Kensington Blvd. & Bartlett Ave.
Oakland Ave. & Bartlett Ave.

2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
4 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.
2 hours -7:30a.m. to 8:30a.m.

1

& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m.
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m 2guards
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.m
& 2:45p.m. to 3:45p.

5.

The Contractor shall maintain adequate reserve personnel to be able to furnish alternate Crossing
Guards in the event that any person fails to report for work at the assigned time and location and
agrees to provide immediate replacement.

6.

In the performance of its duties the Contractor and all employees of the Contractor shall conduct
themselves in accordance with the conditions of this Agreement and all applicable laws of the state in
which the Services are to be performed. The Contractor will be obligated to perform the services
described herein in accordance with the standards of care, skill and judgement which may be
expected of professional firms that perform similar work.

7.

Persons provided by the Contractor as Crossing Guards shall be trained in all applicable laws of the
state in which the Services are to be performed pertaining to general pedestrian safety in school
crossing areas.

8.

Crossing Guard Services (the “Services”) shall be provided by the Contractor at the designated
locations (Section 4) on all days in which school is in session in the area under Village’s jurisdiction.
The Contractor also agrees to maintain communication with the designated schools to maintain
proper scheduling.

9.

The Contractor shall provide all Crossing Guards with apparel by which they are readily visible and
easily recognized as Crossing Guards. Such apparel shall be uniform for all persons performing the
duties of Crossing Guards and shall be worn at all times while performing said duties. This apparel
must be appropriate for weather conditions. The Contractor shall also provide all Crossing Guards
with hand held Stop signs and any other safety equipment which may be necessary.

10.

The Contractor shall at all times provide workers' compensation insurance covering its employees
and shall provide and maintain liability insurance for Crossing Guard activities. The Contractor will
provide to the Village a Certificate of Insurance naming the Village and its officials, officers and
employees as additional insureds. Such insurance shall include commercial general liability with a
combined single limit of not less than $1,000,000.00 per occurrence and in aggregate for property
damage and bodily injury. Such insurance shall be primary with respect to any insurance maintained
by the Village and shall not call on the Village's insurance contributions. Such insurance shall be
endorsed for contractual liability and personal injury and shall include the Village, its officers, agents
and interest of the Village. Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended as a waiver of the
Village to rely upon the immunities or limitations to liability as may be contained within Wis.Stat.
§893.80, or other applicable laws.

11.

Contractor agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Village, its officers, employees, agents
and representatives, from and against any and all actions, claims for damages to persons or property,
penalties, obligations or liabilities (each a “Claim” and collectively, the “Claims”) that may be
asserted or claimed by any person, firm, entity, corporation, political subdivision or other
organization arising out of the sole negligent acts or omissions, or willful misconduct, of Contractor,
its agents, employees, subcontractors, representatives or invitees.
a)

Contractor will defend any action or actions filed in connection with any of said claims,
damages, penalties, obligations or liabilities and will pay all costs and expenses including
attorney's fees incurred in connection herewith.
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b)

In the event the Village, its officers, agents or employees is made a party to any action or
proceeding filed or prosecuted against Contractor for such damages or other claims arising out
of or in connection with the sole negligence of Contractor hereunder, Contractor agrees to pay
Village, its officers, agents, or employees, any and all costs and expenses incurred by the
Village, its officers agents or employees in such action or proceeding, including, but not
limited to, reasonable attorney's fees.

c)

In the event that a court determines that liability for any Claim was caused or contributed to
by the negligent act or omission or the willful misconduct of Village, liability will be
apportioned between Contractor and Village based upon the parties’ respective degrees of
culpability, as determined by the court, and Contractor’s duty to indemnify Village will
be limited accordingly.

d)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Contractor’s indemnification
obligation to Village for Claims under this Agreement will be limited to the maximum
combined aggregate of Contractor’s general liability and umbrella insurance policies in the
amount of $9,000,000 (Nine Million Dollars).

e)

Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended as a waiver of the Village to rely upon the
immunities or limitations to liability as may be contained within Wis. Stat. §893.80, or other
applicable laws.

12.

Either party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement by giving sixty (60) days written notice
to the other party.

13.

The Contractor shall not have the right to assign this Agreement to any other person or entity except
with the prior written consent of the Village.

14.

For year one (1) the Village agrees to pay the Contractor for the Services rendered pursuant to this
Agreement the sum of Twenty-three Dollars and Ninety-eight Cents ($23.98) per hour, per Crossing
Guard during the term. Based on a minimum of eleven (11) sites the Contractor shall bill a minimum
of 2.0 hours per day, per Crossing Guard, unless Contractor fails to perform service. Based upon a
projected (3,784) hours of service the cost shall not exceed Ninety Thousand, Seven Hundred and
Forty Dollars ($90,740.00) per year.
For year two (2) the Village agrees to pay the Contractor for the Services rendered pursuant to this
Agreement the sum of Twenty-five Dollars and Thirty-two Cents ($25.32) per hour, per Crossing
Guard during the term. Based on a minimum of eleven (11) sites the Contractor shall bill a minimum
of 2.0 hours per day, per Crossing Guard, unless Contractor fails to perform service. Based upon a
projected (3,784) hours of service the cost shall not exceed Ninety-five Thousand, Eight Hundred and
Eleven Dollars ($95,811.00) per year.

15.

Payment is due within thirty (30) days of receipt of Contractor’s properly prepared invoice.

16.

Contractor may request a price increase during the term as a result of any legally-mandated increases
in wages or benefits imposed in the state or municipality in which the Services are to be performed
and to which Contractor’s employees would be subject. Contractor shall provide Village with 60
days-notice of its request to increase pricing. Village agrees to review and respond to said notice
within 30 days of receipt.
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17.

The Village shall have an option to renew this Agreement. In the event this Agreement is extended
beyond the end of the term set forth above, the compensation and terms for the Services shall be
established by mutual consent of both parties.

18.

It is understood and agreed that the name of the Village may not be used by the Contractor or its
agents in any promotional materials without prior consent and approval of the Village.

19.

This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement among the parties
with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior written or oral statements among the
parties, including any prior statements, warranties, or representations. This Agreement is binding
upon and will inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, administrators,
executors, successors, and assigns. Each party hereto agrees that this Agreement will be governed by
the law of the state of Wisconsin, without regard to its conflicts of law provisions. Any amendments,
modifications, or alterations to this Agreement must be in writing and signed by all parties. There
will be no presumption against any party on the ground that such party was responsible for preparing
this Agreement or any part of it. Each provision of this Agreement is severable from the other
provisions. If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or contrary to existing law, the
inoperability of that provision will have no effect on the remaining provisions of the Agreement
which will continue in full force and effect.

20.

By endorsing this Agreement, both the Contractor and Village indicate that each has the authority to
bind to the terms of this contract.
[SIGNATURES FOLLOW ON NEXT PAGE]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day and year written
below.
VILLAGE

CONTRACTOR

Village of Shorewood

All City Management Services, Inc.

By_____________________________
Signature

By______________________________
D. Farwell, Corporate Secretary

_____________________________
Print Name and Title

Date____________________________

Date____________________________
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Fourth of July Coordinator Service Agreement.
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Tyler Burkart, Assistant Village Manager
Department: Village Manager’s Office
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may

include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.

1. The Community and Business Relations Committee voted 2-0 to recommend approving the RFP
on Fourth of July and Village events coordination (link).
2. The Village Board voted 6-0 to approve the RFP for Fourth of July and Village Events
coordination (link).

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points
highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.
Village staff issued the RFP for the Fourth of July and Village events coordination services. The Village
advertised the RFP through the manager’s memo, social media, the information board in the Village
Center, and the Village website. Only one person completed a proposal for Village consideration, which
was Sarah DeNeve. Sarah has been the current Fourth of July coordinator for the past three years.
Sarah has performed well in this role, and Village staff is satisfied with entering into a three-year
agreement with her to continue performing these services.
Sarah DeNeve did also submit a proposal for Welcome New Neighbor services. Staff plans on bringing
this to a Community and Business Relations Committee meeting in May for discussion.

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
____ Yes

__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Fiscal Note – Please include comments on the fiscal impact of this action.
The Shorewood Foundation in 2019 contributed funds for the entire fireworks display ($12,200) and
funds to serve as the premier sponsor ($5,300). The Village anticipates the Shorewood Foundation to
provide the same level of funding to be the premier sponsor in 2020. The Village of Shorewood has
$4,000 budgeted in 2020 (Account # 100-1100-54110) to contribute to the parade and celebration. All
other revenue is through sponsorships. In 2019, the Village had a total of $26,561 in expenses. The 2019

breakdown of expenses includes $12,200 for fireworks, $9,510 for performers, $3,200 for coordination
labor, $826 for ice cream at River Park, and $825 for banners, posters, and other communication
expenses. This service agreement would increase coordination labor by $300 for a total of $3,500,
which would stay flat over the next three years.

Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

Recommend motion: “I move to authorize staff to enter into a service agreement with Sarah DeNeve to
serve as the Fourth of July Coordinator.”

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Sarah DeNeve Service Agreement
2. Sarah DeNeve Proposal
3. Fourth of July and Events Coordination Services RFP

SERVICE AGREEMENT
This Agreement is between the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee County, WI (hereinafter
referred to as “Village”) and Sarah DeNeve (hereinafter referred to as “Service Provider") for
Fourth of July Coordination (hereinafter referred to as the “Project”) from 2020-2022.
In consideration of the mutual agreements contained herein, the Village and Service
Provider agree as follows:
1.

The Village will:
a. The Village will pay the Service Provider $3,500 for the services provided as
described within this Agreement. Such payment shall be full compensation
for all services rendered and for all supervision, labor, supplies, materials,
equipment and any other incidental costs, unless the Service Provider isn’t
able to secure enough revenue to cover all expenses, then the difference in
expenses and revenue will be deducted from the Service Provider’s final
invoice and payment. The payment for Fourth of July will be completed
within 40 days of execution of all services and receipt of invoice. To expedite
payment of invoices under this Agreement, the invoices should be sent to the
following:
Tyler Burkart, Assistant Village Manager
Shorewood Village Hall
3930 N. Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
b. Staff meets with Service Provider on Fourth of July coordination once in
March, once in June, and on an as needed basis to assist in planning efforts.
The meeting in June shall include a representative from the Police Department
and the Department of Public Works. The Assistant Village Manager shall
serve as the direct contact for the Service Provider.
c. Staff processes signed agreements with Fourth of July entertainment vendors
once Service Provider collects and hands to staff. Staff creates checks for
Service Provider to hand to entertainment vendors on the day of the Fourth of
July celebration.
d. Staff sends invoice to Fourth of July sponsors once a written agreement is
submitted to the Village from the Service Provider with verification from the
Fourth of July sponsor.
e. Staff will be present to assist with the Fourth of July setup. This includes no
parking signs in designated areas, barricades and Police presence to block off
designated areas for the parade and fireworks, extra trash and recycling

receptacles at Atwater Park, and proper audio equipment and a stage at
Atwater Park for the evening ceremony.
f. Staff will use Village communications to help promote the timeline of events
for the Fourth of July and recruit for volunteers.
2.

The Service Provider will:
a. Reach out to groups associated with the Village of Shorewood, Shorewood
School District, elected officials from local and state government agencies,
representatives from local media and television organizations, and other
community partners to seek interest to be in the parade. Keep list of
commitments in a spreadsheet with group’s name and contact information.
b. Coordinate and be present for the program at Atwater Park from 5:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. on the night of July 4. Program should entail musical entertainment
and food/beverage vendor(s) with proper permitting from the Village. Work
with the Shorewood Foundation and the fireworks vendor to confirm time to
begin fireworks display as well as develop a plan for alternative days in case
celebration is delayed or cancelled due to weather. Reach out to local officials
and award recipients to coordinate a 15-30 minute presentation prior to the
fireworks display. Work with Public Works to turn on electricity for sound
equipment and setting up the stage. Work with the Police Department and the
State Transportation Department to close down Lake Drive.
c. Recruit Shorewood businesses to be in the parade through sponsorships.
Current sponsorship levels are either $300 to be in the parade with a banner
included or $1,000 to be in the parade with a banner and directly sponsor one
of the bands. Keep list of businesses and sponsor commitments in a
spreadsheet with business’s name and contact information. Ask business to
fill out sponsorship agreement template provided by the Village and turn in to
Assistant Village Manager at least two weeks prior to July 4. The Shorewood
Foundation is the premier sponsor, which is a total of $17,500 for sponsoring
the fireworks and naming rights. If Shorewood Foundation decided to no
longer be the premier sponsor, the Service Provider would need to work with
the Village on finding another premier sponsor(s). The Service Provider must
solidify a minimum of $22,000 in sponsorships (non-Village funds), which
includes the premier sponsor revenue, in order to receive payment for
services. If Service Provider isn’t able to secure enough revenue to cover all
expenses, the difference in expenses and revenue will be deducted from the
Service Provider’s final invoice and payment.
d. Recruit entertainers, bands, and performers to be in the parade. All
entertainment must be approved by the Village. All costs must be paid for by
sponsorships. Use service agreement template form with the performer and
give to the Assistant Village Manager at least two weeks prior to the event in
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order to be paid on July 4. Keep list of performers in a spreadsheet with
performer’s name and contact information. Provide payment to performers on
the day of the parade.
e. Create a parade lineup with the community groups and performers. Lineup
takes place on the 4400 and 4500 blocks of N. Bartlett Ave. as well as the
1700 block of E. Kensington Blvd. Receive approval from Village staff on
the parade route at least one month prior to July 4. Send out information with
details on the parade lineup to community groups and performers in the
parade at least 3 weeks prior to July 4.
f. Provide a list of banners that need to be created for sponsorships to the
Assistant Village Manager at least one month prior to July 4. Pick up banners
prior to July 4 and distribute and collect on July 4. Drop banners off at DPW
after July 4.
g. Contact Public Works and the Police Department at least one month prior to
July 4 to discuss the parade route, proper barricades and intersections to block
off, previously made banners, emergency management protocol, and the July
4 parade and celebration timeline. Reconnect with departments 2 weeks prior
to assure all details are resolved and finalized.
h. Contact Milwaukee County early to get on Cedarcrest Ice Cream purchasing
agreement for reduced rate. Ice cream is typically available for free to
community members at River Park after the parade.
i. Recruit volunteers to help on the day of the parade. Volunteers help lineup
the parade route and walk with the banners through the parade, ensuring acts
around them stay on pace.
j. Work with the Shorewood Foundation (or the premier sponsor) to finalize a
sponsorship agreement for the Fourth of July and execute all language
identified in the agreement. If Shorewood Foundation decided to no longer be
the premier sponsor, the Service Provider would need to work with the
Village on finding another premier sponsor(s).
3.

Duration.
This Agreement will become effective upon signature and all work to be
completed by July 4 of each year. This Agreement may be cancelled on thirty
(30) days written notice of either party.

4.

Use of Village Name
It is understood and agreed that the name of the Village and the municipal
location may not be used by the Service Provider or its agents in any promotional
materials without prior approval of the Village.
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5.

Independent Contractor.
It is understood and agreed that the Service Provider is an independent contractor
for the performance of all services described within this Agreement.

6.

Assignment.
This Agreement and interests hereunder are not to be assigned.

7.

Liability.
The Village represents that it does carry public liability insurance covering the
municipal location. The Village specifically notes that it has not purchased
insurance coverage for the Service Provider or its agents or employees. Nothing
contained in this Agreement is intended as a waiver of the Village to rely upon the
immunities or limitations to liability as may be contained within Wisconsin
Statutes §893.80 or other applicable law.

8.

Wisconsin Law.
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed with the laws of the State of
Wisconsin.

9.

Complete Agreement.
This Agreement represents the entire of listing of the terms between the parties.
This Agreement may be modified only in writing by an amendment signed by
both parties.

10.

Endorsement.
By endorsing this Agreement both the Service Provider and the Village indicate
that each has the authority to bind to the terms of this Contract.

Dated: _________________
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
BY: ________________________________
Allison Rozek, Village President
Dated: _________________
SARAH DENEVE
BY: ________________________________
Sarah DeNeve
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Sarah
DeNeve’s

fourth
of
July

& Welcome
New Neighbor

RFP

A1.) Sarah DeNeve, 5861 N. Shoreland Ave. Whitefish Bay, WI 53217 (312)502-7597
A2.) Contractor’s confirmation of understanding of the program and commitment to provide the
appropriate personnel and equipment to perform the scope of services as defined in this document.
Fourth of July
I have a full understanding of the scope of this project and am fully committed to providing the
appropriate personnel and equipment to perform the scope of services. This document clearly outlines
the coordination involved prior to the Fourth of July ranging from reaching out to the necessary
stakeholders and media to recruiting businesses and entertainment to creating a parade line up. The
document clearly defines executing the parade/Atwater program the day of. Additionally, my approach
to event management is to incorporate best practices and lessons learned into the following year’s
event. As I have run the Shorewood Fourth of July Parade for the last 3 years, I have a comprehensive
understanding of the event along with an experienced eye for details. As this service agreement is a
3-year term, I look forward to the opportunity to continue leading the event and build on my creative
momentum with this project.
Welcome New Neighbors
I have a full understanding of the scope of this project and am fully committed to providing the
appropriate personnel and equipment to perform the scope of services. This document clearly outlines
the coordination involved including coordinating quarterly sessions, recruiting businesses and officials
to be involved, and promoting the event. During my time with the Shorewood BID, I was responsible
for the coordination of the business network events. The purpose of these events, to offer people a
chance to network with others, are virtually identical. I am very confident the skills and approach I
developed with the business-only events will be successfully applied to Welcome New Neighbors.
B1.) Provide a description of the anticipated services.
Fourth of July
As soon as the contract begins, I look forward to reaching out to our previous donors to secure funding
for the Fourth of July celebration. I also will reach out to Cedar Crest Ice Cream to confirm our order
with the county has been placed and it is correct. I will then start to reach out to previous performers
that we would like to invite back and research new acts to bring new life to the parade. As public
safety is paramount to having a safe and smooth-operating parade, I would also coordinate with
North Shore Fire and Shorewood Police to ensure all parties are on the samepage. Once the line-up is
secured by signed contracts from all of the performers, I would create the line-up with a coordinating
line-up map depicting everyone’s spot along Bartlett Ave. with promotion of the event occurring
concurrently. Additional on-the-ground execution would take place the day prior and day of until the
celebration completion.
Welcome New Neighbors
I would analyze how its been done in the past, research what events have been done and the success
of them. I would then reach out to several area businesses, the ones that make the most sense in terms
of the benefits to both parties, to secure sponsorship either for the entire year or per quarter. Then I
would then reach out to the new Shorewoodians, answer any questions they have and hopefully set up
a time to meet one on one. If there are enough new neighbors to welcome, I may even set up an
event.
B2.) Outline your proposed staffing levels and activities.
Fourth of July

In years past, I have managed the parade by myself with only the significant support of Tyler Burkhart, the
Assistant Village Manager. If he is planning on relinquishing his previous responsibilities to me, I believe I
can take those on as well. In years past, I have devoted about 5-10 hours a week in the months leading up
to the parade, ramping up to about 10-15 hours a week about 6 weeks before.
Welcome New Neighbors
I would anticipate being able to handle the program myself, but hopefully with input from those that
have experience with the program. I would plan at least one meet-up event every quarter if there are 5 or
more families to welcome. If there are less, I would anticipate to schedule one on one meet-ups with each
family.
B3.) Specify how you will be recruiting volunteers.
Fourth of July
My approach to recruiting volunteers would be to first contact volunteers from past years to gauge
interest and secure a commitment to volunteering again. Based on my previous experience, there is a
likelihood that new volunteers would be necessary. Depending on how many volunteers we’d need to staff
would determine the informational campaign which may including post on all of the relevant Shorewood
Facebook pages, referrals from internal contacts and if necessarily posting flyers in area coffee shops and
grocery stores. With more than 15 years of experience in advertising and marketing, I am fully confident I
can reach the audience necessary for volunteer recruitment.
Welcome New Neighbors
Given the scale of this event, volunteers will likely not be necessary.
B4.) Provide estimated hours for all tasks.
Fourth of July
I estimate about 20 hours a month for March & April and 40 hours a month for May & June, and about 15
hours July 1 through to the Fourth of July. These hours are all estimated on the higher end, but in the past
we have always negotiated a flat fee, which I am fine with continuing.
Welcome New Neighbors
I would estimate it would be about 15 -20 hours a quarter, to secure sponsorship, contact the new
Shorewoodians and to plan an event. Being very familiar with the Village, it will be no problem to come
up with unique and interesting places to meet, incorporating many different businesses to showcase what
the village has to offer.
C1.) Contractor Experience; Description of similar experience.
I have coordinated the Shorewood Fourth of July parade for the last three years (2017-19), was the
marketing and events coordinator for the Shorewood BID for almost two years and currently have a similar
role for Tikkun Ha-Ir, a local not-for-profit. During my time as the Fourth of July coordinator, I was the
primary person planning and executing the event from reaching out to the necessary stakeholders and
media to recruiting businesses and entertainment to creating the parade line up.
As the marketing and events coordinator for the Shorewood BID for almost two years, I was responsible
for coordinating several large-scale events, such as Shorewood Shenanigans, a street celebration for
St. Patrick’s Day that was created during my time at the BID and continues to this day. Additionally, I
spearheaded several smaller scale ones such as WinterFest, a holiday winter celebration that evolved from
the village’s long-running tree lighting.
In my current role, for Tikkun Ha-Ir (THI), I create opportunities for family and adult volunteering and
manage the organization’s largest program, the Veggie Chop Shop (VCS) in which women inmates work

with local volunteers and develop culinary skills for food that goes to community members in need.
VCS is a 3-month commitment that requires extensive coordination with volunteers, chefs, local farmers
market vendor and recipient agencies. As THI’s budget is funded by donations, I also assist in raising those
contributions.
C2.) Resources and Access to Community Groups.
Through multiple positions in the not-for-profit sector, I am very experienced working with community
groups with Shorewood in particular. Throughout my three years as Shorewood’s Fourth of July coordinator
along with my time with Shorewood BID, I worked with multiple stakeholders and community partners to
stage a successful event. My connections include the Village of Shorewood, Shorewood School District,
elected officials and the Shorewood Foundation, along with numerous community groups and those in the
business community. I have many strong relationships in the Village and in the City of Milwaukee which I
look forward to leveraging.
D1.) Cost
Fourth of July
The cost would be comparable to years past, with an increase to account for the extra responsibilities in
Atwater Park. I estimate it to be about $3500 for the parade planning and coordination, fundraising and
duties at Atwater Park.
Welcome New Neighbors
I would anticipate about 20 hours or so a quarter. I typically charge $30/hr.
D2.) Sponsorships
Fourth of July
Handling sponsorships and donations has been a major element of my time in multiple positions. I would
seek sponsorship from area businesses as well my established contacts stemming from involvement in
the Shorewood Criterium, Fourth of July, and Shorewood Shenanigans. My outreach, mainly through email,
would involve clear opportunities to sponsor the event and explanation how their generosity benefits the
event and their organization. My first go-to would be starting with previous participants from the past few
years, and then moving on to those that would benefit most by their involvement in the event.
Welcome New Neighbors
I would take a similar approach to securing sponsorship for the Welcome New Neighbors Program,
pinpointing those that would benefit most from the partnership, and attempting to secure a full year of
sponsorship, versus just for the quarter.
E1.) Contract used in previous years attached
F1.) Insurance
In years past, I have not secured my own insurance, however, I am happy to create an LLC for myself if that
is deemed necessary.
G1.) 3 Examples of work
I’ve managed three events in Shorewood that highlight the range and quality of my service.
As Fourth of July parade coordinator from 2017-2019, each year I curated the line up to ensure the best
experience for Shorewood residents and visitors. This is done by looking to add bigger acts and possible
replace those less engaging all while ensuring local, civic groups are represented. This included the Kids
Parade, a children’s section of the parade that had existing for years only in the memories for long-time

residents. I resurrected Kids Parade and enhanced it by creating the Decoration Station so participants can
decorate their “floats” free-of-charge prior to rolling out.
During my time with Shorewood BID, I created Summer Saturdays which activated the space on the
pedestrian walkway outside of Metro Market. The event showcased Shorewood’s robust creative
community by having vendors, who often work from their home, set up while pairing it with live music
and a Shorewood-based food cart. The monthly event garnered positive feedback from those who
attended and those who sold at the event.
In continuing forward thinking for the Village, I was also part of launching Shorewood Shenanigans, a St.
Patrick’s Day celebration in 2018. In helping create the event from scratch, I helped initiate logistics, solicit
food/beverage vendors and entertainment, and ultimately execute the event. This inaugural event provided
to be successful in showcasing Shorewood’s robust food and beverage community while allowing visitors
and residents another opportunity to enjoy what the village has to offer.
H1.) References
Rebecca Ewald - Village Manager, Village of Shorewood
414.847.2701 • rewald@villageofshorewood.org
Rabbi Rachel Marks - Associate Rabbi, Director of Congregational Learning, Congregation Shalom
414.352.2549 • rabbirachel@cong-shalom.org
Sami Stein Avner - Executive Director, Tikkun Ha-Ir
414.501.3618 • sami@thi-milwaukee.org

Testimonials
of events I have managed
Testimonials
Health & Wellness Open Doors
October 13th 2018

Coldwell Banker Halloween
Spooktacular Oct 27, 2016
I wanted to take a minute to let
you know how enjoyable this event
was- fun theme! The format was
terrific with grab a cocktail mingle a
bit and then the speaker. The time
also allowed plenty of opportunity
to check out the raffle and auction
items. The costumes added a cute
element to the fun. I hope this was
in all ways a success because I think
this could be an annual event to
build on for next year- spooktacular
2! Those who missed really missed a
fun and worthwhile event.
Maureen Zander - Falk Ruvin

Shorewood's 4th of July Parade
July 4th, 2017

Request for Proposal – Issued 1/22/2020
FOURTH OF JULY AND EVENT COORDINATION
Village of Shorewood
Proposal Requested
The Village of Shorewood is requesting proposals from qualified parties and individuals for Fourth of July and
event coordination. The desired service agreement is for a 3-year term (2020-2022) with an option for renewal.
Project Background and Description
The Village of Shorewood is looking for an event planner / project manager to coordinate the Fourth of July
celebration and other potential special events. Annually, the Village hosts a parade on Oakland Avenue as well
as a firework celebration with food and music at Atwater Park. The contracted party takes the lead coordinating
community groups, entertainers, bands, and sponsors for the parade. The Shorewood Foundation provides a
significant donation every year to fund the firework display and naming rights for the parade celebration.
Estimated Timeline
Action items in the estimated timeline are at the discretion of the project manager and are meant to provide a
clear understanding of the proposal steps; the schedule is subject to change.
Action Item
RFP Issued
Deadline to Schedule Pre-Meeting (if needed)
Deadline to Conduct Pre-Meeting (if needed)
Proposals Due
Interviews and Review of Proposals (if needed)
Make Recommendation on Contractor
Finalize Service Agreement with Contractor
Village Board Considers Service Agreement

Date
January 22, 2020
February 5, 2020
February 12, 2020
February 14, 2020
February 17-21, 2020
February 24, 2020
February 27, 2020
March 2 & 16, 2020

Project Scope
Task 1 Fourth of July Coordination
A.) Reach out to groups associated with the Village of Shorewood, Shorewood School District, elected
officials from local and state government agencies, representatives from local media and television
organizations, and other community partners to seek interest to be in the parade. Keep list of
commitments in a spreadsheet with group’s name and contact information.
B.) Recruit Shorewood businesses to be in the parade through sponsorships. Current sponsorship levels are
either $300 to be in the parade with a banner included or $1,000 to be in the parade with a banner and
directly sponsor one of the bands. Keep list of businesses and sponsor commitments in a spreadsheet
with business’s name and contact information. Ask business to fill out sponsorship agreement template
provided by the Village and turn in to Assistant Village Manager.
C.) Recruit entertainers, bands, and performers to be in the parade. All costs must be paid for by
sponsorships. Use service agreement template form with the recruited performer and provide back to
the Assistant Village Manager when completed. Keep list of performers in a spreadsheet with
performer’s name and contact information. Provide payment to performers on the day of the parade.
D.) Create a parade lineup with the community groups and performers. Lineup takes place on the 4400 and
4500 blocks of N. Bartlett Ave. as well as the 1700 block of E. Kensington Blvd. Receive approval from

E.)
F.)

G.)
H.)
I.)

J.)
K.)

Village staff on the parade route at least one month prior to July 4. Send out information with details on
the parade lineup to community groups and performers in the parade at least 3 weeks prior to July 4.
Provide a list of banners that need to be created for sponsorships to the Assistant Village Manager at
least one month prior to July 4. Pick up banners prior to July 4 and distribute and collect on July 4. Drop
banners off at DPW after July 4.
Contact Public Works and the Police Department at least one month prior to July 4 to discuss the parade
route, proper barricades and intersections to block off, previously made banners, emergency
management protocol, and the July 4 parade and celebration timeline. Reconnect with departments 2
weeks prior to assure all details are resolved and finalized.
Contact Milwaukee County early to get on Cedarcrest Ice Cream purchasing agreement for reduced rate.
Ice cream is typically available for free to community members at River Park after the parade.
Recruit volunteers to help on the day of the parade. Volunteers help lineup the parade route and walk
with the banners through the parade, ensuring acts around them stay on pace.
Coordinate a program at Atwater Park from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on the night of July 4. Program
should entail musical entertainment and food/beverage vendor(s) with proper permitting from the
Village. Work with the Shorewood Foundation and the fireworks vendor to confirm time to begin
fireworks display as well as develop a plan for alternative days in case celebration is delayed or cancelled
due to weather. Reach out to local officials and award recipients to coordinate a 15-30 minute
presentation prior to the fireworks display. Work with Public Works on details such as turning on
electricity for sound equipment and setting up the stage. Work with the Police Department and the
State Transportation Department to close down Lake Drive.
Work with the Shorewood Foundation (or the premier sponsor) to finalize a sponsorship agreement for
the Fourth of July and execute all language identified in the agreement.
Operate the parade and celebration in budget. The Shorewood Foundation in 2019 contributed funds
for the entire fireworks display ($12,200) and funds to serve as the premier sponsor ($5,300). The
Village of Shorewood has $4,000 budgeted in 2020 to contribute to the parade and celebration. All
other revenue is through sponsorships. In 2019, the Village had a total of $26,561 in expenses. The
2019 breakdown of expenses includes $12,200 for fireworks, $9,510 for performers, $3,200 for
coordination labor, $826 for ice cream at River Park, and $825 for banners, posters, and other
communication expenses.

Task 2 Welcome New Neighbors (Optional)
A.) Coordinate quarterly two-hour sessions in Shorewood to offer community members a chance to
network with others as well as learn about Shorewood.
B.) Receive approval from Assistant Village Manager on syllabus and materials to share for each session.
C.) Recruit a few Village officials to be present for each session.
D.) Recruit businesses to sponsor each Welcome New Neighbors session. Develop a sponsorship guide with
the Assistant Village Manager to pay for consultant’s time as well as materials provided at each session.
E.) Alternate locations of Welcome New Neighbors based on time of season and sponsorships.
F.) Post schedule and information through multiple communication channels. Provide a list of
communication and marketing strategies with Assistant Village Manager.
G.) Track attendance and sponsorships through a spreadsheet. Provide spreadsheet to Assistant Village
Manager after each session.
Task 3 Any other Village event (Optional)
A.) Consultant has the opportunity to propose a community-wide event they feel would be most helpful for
the Village. Outline in detail the scope of service, timeline, and involved parties.
B.) Event must pay for itself. Identify a plan that helps pay for any costs related to the event.
Village of Shorewood – Fourth of July and Event Coordination – 2020
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Proposal Content
The proposal should not exceed ten (10) single-sided pages and should address the following:
A.) Transmittal Information.
1. Contractor’s name, address, telephone number and contact person.
2. Contractor’s confirmation of understanding of the program and commitment to provide the
appropriate personnel and equipment to perform the scope of services as defined in this
document.
B.) Approach.
1. Provide a description of the anticipated services.
2. Outline your proposed staffing levels and activities.
3. Specify how you will be recruiting volunteers.
4. Provide estimated hours for all tasks. All hours will need to be paid for through sponsorship
dollars and other revenue.
C.) Contractor Experience.
1. Description of related past experience, particularly experience of a similar capacity on projects
of comparable size and/or scope.
2. Resources or access to community groups that would have interest in participating or
volunteering.
D.) Cost.
1. The Village is proposing to enter into an agreement that would be covered through sponsorships
and other revenue.
2. Please include communication strategies with community businesses and groups to seek
sponsorship opportunities.
E.) Contract
1. Please attach a copy of your standard contract (if available) for these types of services in the
proposal.
F.) Insurance
1. The proposal must include either a description of the firm’s insurance or a certificate of
insurance outlining the firm’s insurance policies which evidence compliance with the
requirements noted in the Terms and Conditions section of this RFP (if available).
G.) Examples of Work
1. Please provide up to three different examples of programs or services you’ve performed for
other municipalities. The work should demonstrate a high quality service.
H.) References
1. Please provide references of current or previous clients you have worked with in the past.
2. It is recommended to include at least one municipality as a reference.
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Terms and Conditions
Village Costs
The Village will pay the Service Provider for the services provided as described. Such payment shall be full
compensation for all services rendered and for all supervision, labor, liability insurance, and other incidental
costs.
Payment Terms
The Village will be responsible for following the payment schedule outlined by the selected Service Provider.
Village will make payment as long as it receives invoice at least thirty days prior to outlined payment schedule
and Service Provider successfully completed services as outlined. Scheduled invoice should include hours logged
by both the supervisor and lifeguards.
Insurance
The successful firm shall agree that it will, at all times during the term of the agreement, keep in force and effect
insurance policies required by the contract, issued by a company or companies authorized to do business in the
State of Wisconsin and satisfactory to the Village. Such insurance shall be primary. Prior to execution of the
written contract, the successful firm shall furnish the Village with a Certificate of Insurance listing the Village as
an additional insured and upon request, certified copies of the required insurance policies. The Certificate shall
reference the contract and provide for thirty (30) days advance notice of cancellation or nonrenewal during the
term of the agreement. Failure to submit an insurance certificate, as required, can make the contract voidable at
the Village’s discretion. Additionally, the Firm shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until the
aforementioned documents, where applicable, have been obtained from the subcontractor and approved by
Village of Shorewood.
Nondiscrimination
In connection with the performance of work under this agreement, the Firm agrees not to discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of age, race, religion, color, marital status, sexual
orientation, sex, disability, national origin or ancestry. This provision must be included in all subcontracts.
Assignment or Subcontract
The contract may not be assigned or subcontracted by the firm without the written consent of the Village. If all
or a portion on the contract work is proposed to assigned or subcontracted, the name of the individual(s) to
complete the work, address and firm proposed shall be submitted within the scope of the proposal.
Independent Contractor Status
The firm agrees that it is an independent Contractor with respect to the services provided pursuant to this
agreement. Nothing in this agreement shall be considered to create the relationship of employer and employee
between the parties.
Amendments to Contract
This contract may be modified only by written amendment to the contract, signed by both parties.
Waiver
One or more waivers by any party of any term of the contract will not be construed as a waiver of a subsequent
breach of the same or any other term. The consent or approval given by any party with respect to any act by the
other party requiring such consent or approval shall not be deemed to waive the need for further consent or
approval of any subsequent similar act by such party.
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Indemnification and Defense of Suits
The firm agrees to indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the Village, its officers, agents and employees from any
and all liability including claims, demands, damages, actions or causes of action, together with any and all losses,
costs, or expense, including attorney fees, where such liability is founded upon or grows out of the acts, errors,
or omissions of the firm, its employees, agents or subcontractors.
Contract Period and Termination of Contract
The contract period will be for 3 years, pending finalization of the service agreement. The Village reserves the
right to cancel this Agreement within (30) days written notice. If the Service Provider elects to cancel the
Agreement, it must provide (30) days written notice and it must be mutual between the Village and the Service
Provider. If the Service Provider cancels this Agreement after advance payment for services has been rendered
per the terms, the Service Provider will only be compensated on a pro-rata basis for actual work performed, and
any remaining advance payment will be returned to the Village.
Professional Services Contract
If your proposal is accepted and a contract is issued, then this Request for Proposal and all documents attached
hereto including any amendments, the firm’s technical and price proposals, and any other written
offers/clarifications made by the firm and accepted by the Village, will be incorporated into a contract between
the Village and the firm, it shall contain all the terms and conditions agreed on by the parties hereto, an no other
agreement regarding the subject matter of this proposal shall be determined to exist or bind any of the parties
hereto.
The submission of a proposal shall be considered as a representation that the firm has carefully investigated all
conditions, has full knowledge of the scope, nature and quality of work required, and is familiar with all
applicable State, Federal and Local regulations that affect, or may at some future date affect the performance of
this contract.
Acceptance of this proposal will take place only upon award by the Village Board, execution of the contract by
the proper Village officials, and delivery of the fully-executed contract to the firm. Acceptance may be revoked
at any time prior to delivery of the fully-executed contract to the successful firm. The contract may be amended
only by written agreement between the firm and the Village of Shorewood.
Selection Criteria
Village staff will consider the following in evaluation of the proposals:
1. Event coordination experience
2. Advertising and marketing experience
3. Quality of written proposal
4. Understanding of approach
5. Cost
6. Experience working with Shorewood community groups
Instructions to Firms
Submittal Instructions
1. Please provide (1) digital copy of the proposal via email only to:
Project Manager: Tyler Burkart, Assistant Village Manager, Village of Shorewood
Email: tburkart@villageofshorewood.org
Identify proposal name into subject line of the email: Fourth of July and Event Coordination RFP
Deadline: 4:30 p.m. CST, Thursday, February 14, 2020
Village of Shorewood – Fourth of July and Event Coordination – 2020
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2. Proposals will be accepted on or before the deadline identified above. Proposals received after that date
and time will be rejected. Proposals will not be opened publicly.
3. Questions regarding this RFP should only be directed to staff member identified above. Contact with
elected officials, committee members and other staff members is grounds for disqualification.
This RFP does not commit the Village to award a contract, to pay any costs incurred in the preparation of a
response to this request or to procure or contract for services or supplies. The Village reserves the right to
accept or reject any or all proposals received as a result of this request, to waive minor irregularities in the
procedure, to negotiate with any qualified source, or to cancel in part or in its entirety, this RFP, if it is in the
best interest of the Village of Shorewood to do so.
Amendments
Amendment of proposals may be done as follows:
By Village: Proposals may be amended by the Village in response to need for further clarification,
specifications and/or requirements changes, new opening date, etc. Copies of the amendment will be
mailed to prospective vendors.
By Firm: Proposals may only be amended after receipt by the Village by submitting a later dated
proposal that specifically states that it is amending an earlier proposal. No proposal may be amended
after the opening date unless requested by the Village.
Proposals may be withdrawn only in total, and only by a written request to the Village prior to the time
and date scheduled for opening of proposals.
Contract Administration
The staff member is the primary contact for contract administration of this proposal:
Tyler Burkart, Assistant Village Manager
tburkart@villageofshorewood.org
414-847-2705
In the absence of the primary contract, the secondary contract for contraction administration is:
Rebecca Ewald, Village Manager
rewald@villageofshorewood.org
414-847-2701
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO JUDICIARY, PERSONNEL & LICENSING CMTE.
Agenda Item: Consider appointment to the Library Board.
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC
Department: Clerk/Customer Service
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may

include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.

December 2019 – Megan O’Brien submitted her resignation to the Library Board.
March 2020 – Jonathan Smucker was recommended by the Library Director and Library Board Nominating
Committee to fill the vacancy.

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points

highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.

Library Director Rachel Collins and Library Board Nominating Committee are requesting the
appointment Jonathan Smucker to the Library Board. Ms. Collins and the nominating committee have
met with Mr. Smucker and identified that having gender diversity and financial expertise are important
components needed in their next Library Board Trustee. President Rozek and Judiciary, Personnel and
Licensing Committee Chair Tr. Carpenter agree with nomination
Mr. Smucker attended a Library Board meeting and is aware this is a partial term.

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
Yes

X

No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

Recommend motion: I move to recommend appointing Jonathan Smucker to the Library Board with a
term expiring May of 2022 on the consent agenda.

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Applications Jonathan Smucker

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Southeast Area Combined Sewer Improvement program design engineer
Date:
Presenter:

(meeting #5)

3/16/2020
Leeann Butschlick, Public Works Director

History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may include previous
Village board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous agenda packets (include page
number) to reference information. If there is not relevant history, N/A should be entered in this space.
11/18/2019
11/19/2020
12/20/2019
Week 2/17/2020
3/2/2020

Village Board approves Southeast Area Combined Sewer Improvements design engineering RFP
RFP issued – responses due 1/8/2020; interviews week of 1/27/2020
RFP timeline extended – responses due 2/7/2020, interviews week of 2/17/2020
Consultant interviews
PW Committee recommends Strand team 3-0

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points highlighting the
main items and key issues to be discussed.

Five proposals were submitted in response to the RFP. The following teams submitted proposals:
• CDM Smith (Kapur & Associates, Beth Foy and Associates, Sigma Group, GESTRA Engineering)
• Clark Dietz (Arcadis, Stormwater Solutions)
• KSingh (Donohue)
• Stantec (Chaput, GESTRA Engineering)
• Strand (Sigma Group)
Proposals may be accessed through the links above. A summary comparison of proposals submitted by
hours/costs is attached for your reference.
Each of the proposers was invited to interview. Following interviews on February 18 and 19, the review
committee ranked the CDM Smith and Strand teams as the top submitters. The project managers from
CDM Smith and Strand were invited to provide additional clarifications to the review committee on Friday,
February 21. Please see attached for a summary of the interview notes.
All review committee members agreed that either firm was well-qualified to design the project. It is the
consensus of the review committee that the team proposed by CDM Smith had more depth and included
sub-consultants with high levels of expertise in each of the major project components. However, a majority
of the review committee members concluded this value did not outweigh the approximate $300,000 in
additional fees.
At its March 2 meeting, the Public Works Committee voted 3-0 to recommend that Strand Associates be
the selected team.
Fiscal Note – if applicable, please address the financial aspects of the item.
Both proposal costs were well within the standard project fees when defined as a percentage of the
estimated project value. While the CDM Smith proposed cost was substantially higher than that proposed
by Strand, the proposed work effort also included approximately 2,000 more hours.

SEACSI engineering consultant recommendation

March 2, 2020

Items to note:
• The RFP did not explicitly address geotechnical services. It has been the Village’s practice to directly
hire for geotechnical services utilizing a scope of services developed by the project’s design
engineer. Strand is familiar with this practice and as such, did not include geotechnical services in
their cost proposal. CDM Smith did include geotechnical in their proposal. The estimated cost
difference is $25,000.
• Similarly, the RFP did not request a public outreach component. CDM Smith indicatded that the
value of their public outreach was estimated at $20,000. The interview team strongly values the
public outreach component and recommends this be added to the Strand scope if work if that is
the selected consultant.
• The Strand proposal did not include the engineering hours or costs associated with the 2025 Lake
Drive watermain design. This additional effort will increase their total fee by $35,000.
Given the above items, the fees may be “adjusted” for comparison purposes:

Geotechnical
Public Outreach consultant
Lake watermain
Adjusted cost

CDM Smith
$1,080,082 proposal fee
included
included
included
$1,080,082

Strand Associates
$705,200 proposal fee
+ $25,000
+$20,000
+ $35,000
$785,200

As noted above, it was the consensus of the review committee that CDM Smith may a deeper team due to
the diverse specialties of its sub-consultants. The committee could not reach consensus as to whether the
value added is equal to the nearly additional $300,000 in proposed design fees. A majority of the review
committee members recommend Strand as did the Public Works Committee.
Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and business that are

directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in the attached communication plan how community groups and
businesses will be informed of action after Village Board consideration.

____ Yes

____ No

If yes, identify and what community groups and businesses were notified.

A Project Management and Communication Plan will be developed in the preliminary design engineering
phase and is anticipated to be presented to the Village Board in late 2020.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion of possible actions for this agenda
item.

Suggested motion: I move approval of an engineering design services agreement with Strand Associates,
Inc. for the Southeast Area Combined Sewer Improvements.

Attachments – The following PDF documents are attached:
1.
2.

proposal summary form
interview note summary
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SELECTION CRITERIA

CDM Smith

Strand Associates

as outlined in RFP

excellent proposal; good first
Quality of written proposal and
interview; very good second
interview
interview

excellent proposal; very good first
interview; good second interview

Understanding of approach

very good understanding of project
(familiar due to work on MMSD NSC);
used interview time to highlight 4 key
drivers of project: reduce backup risk,
construction constraints, public
outreach, coordination with MMSD

very good understanding of project
goals; presented innovative approach
to pre-explore alternative routes
identifying potential cost savings and
reduced construction impacts

Project team qualifications,
experince, technical
competence and diversity

excellent qualifications; deep and
complete team to address
components beyond RFP
requirements including geotechnical
and outsourced project outreach;
Kapur provides excellent DOT
experience

very good qualifications; only
proposed subconsultant for GI; most
work to be performed in-house; good
diversity of team members

Past record of performance

very good similar project experience;
very good similar project experience;
change order record well below
change order record about average
average

Cost to execute services
(5-6% of project cost standard;
based on $28M)

$1,080,082

$705,200

4%

3%

OTHER
highlighted constructability review
efforts

has already requested MMSD
perform flow metering this spring

proposed technical review team
separate from project team

alternative route proposal reduces
costs

PROPOSAL SUMMARY SHEET

KSINGH
LABOR HOURS

PROJECT TEAM
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TASK
ANALYSIS OF SHOREWOOD XPSWMM
MODEL AND PROJECT PLANNING
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
ENGINEERING DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION
PREPARATION AND BID PROCESS
TOTAL PROJECT

CLARK DIETZ
COST

LABOR HOURS

COST

ARCADIS
STORMWATER SOLUTIONS
ENGINEERING

DONOHUE

STANTEC
LABOR HOURS

CDM SMITH
COST

LABOR HOURS

COST

CHAPUT LAND SURVEY
GESTRA ENGINEERING

BETH FOY & ASSOCIATES
KAPUR & ASSOCIATES
THE SIGMA GROUP
GESTRA ENGINEERING

428

$

67,680.00

300

$

45,000.00

252

$

53,070.00

1,198

$

188,235.00

353

$

55,700.00

821

$

115,600.00

1,012

$

169,410.00

1,579

$

138

$

21,440.00

760

$

90,000.00

436

$

66,320.00

112

$

5,496

$

661,680.00

7,485

1,728

$

357,090.00

4,274

830

$

121,400.00

374

826

$

104,550.00

801

7,245

$

927,900.00

9,740

4,254

$

750,440.00

7,964

$ 1,000,000.00
$

46,500.00

$ 1,297,100.00

STRAND
LABOR COST

COST

THE SIGMA GROUP

866

$

235,144.00

586

$

81,600.00

14,626.00

221

$

32,000.00

$

533,512.00

3,560

$

449,400.00

$

108,565.00

418

$

55,900.00

5,651

$

705,200.00

$ 1,080,082.00

86,300.00

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Consider Resolution 2020-02 Declaring a Public Health Emergency in Response to the COVID19 Coronavirus.
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Rebecca Ewald, Village Manager
Department: Village Manager’s Office
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may include previous

Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous agenda packets (include page
number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A should be entered in this space.
1. Wisconsin State Statute 323.11 Declaration by local government specifies that the local government when
situations arise of disaster that may impact critical systems that the period of emergency be limited by
ordinance or resolution.
2. Village Ordinance 115-3 provides for emergency measures.
3. Village Policy 21 Purchasing and Accounts payable provides for purchasing in said emergencies.

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points highlighting the main
items and key issues to be discussed.
Declarations of emergency are required should the Village desire to seek reimbursement of any emergency
management activities associated with COVID-19 if resources are made available at the state or federal level.

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and businesses that
are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached communication plan how community
groups and businesses will be informed of action after Village Board consideration.
____ Yes

__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for this agenda item.
Recommended motion: “I move to approve Resolution 2020-03 Declaring a Public Health Emergency in Response to the
COVID-19 Coronavirus.”

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item. Some

attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment following this memorandum.
Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials, letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Resolution 2020-02

STATE OF WISCONSIN : MILWAUKEE COUNTY : VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

RESOLUTION – 2020 – 02
A RESOLUTION DECLARING A PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY IN RESPONSE TO THE
COVID-19 CORONAVIRUS
WHEREAS, COVID-19, a novel strain of the coronavirus, was detected in December 2019, and
has subsequently spread throughout numerous countries and the United States, including Wisconsin; and
WHEREAS, international, the federal, state and local governments are all working together to
contain COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, the World Health Organization’s declaration of a Public Health Emergency of
International concern, and the Unites States Department of Health and Human Services declaration of a
Public Health Emergency, the State of Wisconsin has declared a Public Health Emergency by Executive
Order #72; and,
WHEREAS, the Village of Shorewood has been working to protect the community from the
spread of this disease, and to prepare for the impacts it may have; and
WHEREAS, in order to protect the health and well-being of residents and visitors, the Village of
Shorewood must avail itself of all resources needed to respond to and contain the presence of COVID19.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Board of the Village of Shorewood as
follows:
1. There does now exist within the Village of Shorewood a public health emergency, as defined in
Wis. Stat 323.02(16), such that the Village of Shorewood declares a Health Disaster 323.11 that
will impair transportation, food or fuel supplies, medical care, fire, health or police protection, or
other critical systems of the Village.
2. During the existence of said local emergency, the powers, functions and duties of the emergency
management organization of the Village of Shorewood shall be those prescribed by state law,
and by Shorewood ordinance and resolutions.
3. All Village of Shorewood departments shall, as necessary and appropriate, work cooperatively
with internal and external stakeholders and take all necessary and appropriate measures to
prevent and respond to incidents of COVID-19 in the community.
4. The Village of Shorewood Emergency Management Director shall implement, in consultation
with the Village Manager, the Village’s emergency management plan, coordinate the Village’s
response to the existing emergency, and coordinate with County and State emergency
management personnel as required by law.

5. Pursuant to Wis. Stat. 323.11 and Section 115 of the Village of Shorewood Municipal Code this
Emergency Health Declaration shall be in place for sixty (60) days from the signed date or until
revoked or extended by Resolution.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Village Board of the Village of Shorewood, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin, this 16th day of March, 2020.
___________________________________
Allison Rozek, Village President
Countersigned:
___________________________________
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC, Village Clerk

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO VILLAGE BOARD
Agenda Item: Discuss and possible consideration of policies regarding a) use of accrued time
during quarantine, b) compensation when closing facilities, and c) extended
leave.
Date: March 16, 2020
Presenter: Rebecca Ewald, Village Manager
Department: Village Manager’s Office
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may

include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.
While I am hopeful that COVID-19 will not impact our community and team; I do want to provide
advisement on our current policies relative to a personal health situation reflected in the Village’s
Personnel Manual.
If an employee be required to quarantine, the employee will be required to follow FMLA procedures,
submitting the required paperwork with accompanied doctor verification.
If an employee meets level three status or other provisions and is advised by a certified health
department or health professional to self-quarantine, the individual will follow FMLA procedures,
submit required paperwork and the need to quarantine will be verified by the North Shore Health
Department.

In either circumstance, accrued leave such as sick/vacation/holiday/compensatory time, shall be utilized
during the leave period. If no accrued leave is available, the individual may request unpaid leave in
accordance with FMLA. Based upon individual job description and work requirements, the Village may
approve an individual to work from home for a period of time.
This week and next week the Village Manager’s Office will be reviewing other Wisconsin municipalities
response to COVID-19 as it relates to personnel. As information is available it will be provided to the
Village Board for consideration. At the time of writing this memo, data compilation is underway, it may
or may not be available for consideration at Monday meeting on 3/16. When data is available on each
item, supplemental memos will be forthcoming to the Village Board via email.

Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points

highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.

The Village Board will be asked to consider possible modifications to current personnel policies as they
do not specifically address COVID-19 or pandemics. Based upon the timing of gathering information and
known factual considerations of COVID-19, the Board will be asked to provide direction on the following
in the near future at a regular or special board meeting as information is available.
a. Policy for use of accrued time during required quarantine
b. Policy for compensation should the Village be required to close facilities

c. Policy for extended leave if requested due to COVID-19
This item will be listed for possible action on the March 16th agenda is such case that information is
available at that time for the Village Board’s review and consideration. Given the fluid and unknown
future of COVID-19 the Village Board may be requested to convene a special meeting to take action on
these items should sufficient data be available for the Village Board on Monday evening.

Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
____ Yes

__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

The Board is requested to provide a recommendation on the following personnel policies at it relates to
a pandemic, should sufficient information in the opinion of the Village Board:
a. Policy for use of accrued time during required quarantine
b. Policy for compensation should the Village be required to close facilities
c. Policy for extended leave if requested due to COVID-19

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Village of Shorewood Personnel Manual
p. 64-71 - Appendix I, FMLA policy
p. 33 - Sick leave policy
p. 35 - Leaves of Absence Without Pay (Other than FMLA requests)
p. 48 - Adverse Weather and Emergency Closing Leave Procedures

